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The COMOC finite element fluid mechanics computer program system is
applicable to diverse problem classes. The two-dimensional aerodynamics
sequence has been established for solution of the potential and/or viscous
and turbulent flowfields associated with subsonic flight of elementary
two-dimensional isolated airfoils. The sequence consists of three
specific flowfield options in COMOC for two-dimensional flows. These
include the potential flow, option (2DPF), the boundary layer option (2DBL),
and the parabolic Navier-Stokes option (2DPNS). By sequencing through
these options, it is possible to computationally construct a weak-inter-
action model of the aerodynamic flowfield. This report is the user's
guide to operation of COMOC for the aerodynamics sequence.
INTRODUCTION
The COMOC finite element computer program can solve various differ-
ential equation descriptions for fluid flows of practical interest. The
two-dimensional aerodynamics sequence has been established to allow deter-
mination of the inviscid and irrotational flow about an isolated airfoil,
and the resultant pressure distribution including the trailing edge wake
trajectory. The potential flow shape may be the actual airfoil, or an
"effective" inviscid shape established by inclusion of viscous and turbulent
flow effects in the potential solution. These corrections are determined
by solution of the boundary layer equations for the viscous attached flow,
and the parabolic Navier-Stokes equations for the merging of upper and lower
surface turbulent boundary layers into the trailing edge wake. Under the
assumption of weak-interaction, the viscous flow computations are executed
within the axial pressure (gradient) field established from the inviscid
flow solution. The program outputs all viscous flow parameters of interest.
The computed distribution of displacement thickness can be employed to
augment the inviscid airfoil shape, and a new potential flow pressure dis-
tribution then established. Therefore, by cycling through the various flow-
field options in COMOC, it is possible to build a weak-interaction solution
for the aerodynamic shape of interest.
The two-dimensional aerodynamics sequence in COMOC is constructed upon
three distinct program options. Each option is basically a computational
sequence that allows solution of the differential equation(s) governing
specific classes of fluid flow. The potential flow option (2DPF) establishes
the distribution of velocity perturbation function for inviscid irrotational
flow about an isolated two-dimensional airfoil. It can be instructed to
call the pressure coefficient routine which computes Cp from the potential
distribution on the airfoil and on the trailing edge wake. The boundary
layer flow option (2DBL) establishes' solution for turbulent two-dimensional
attached flow in a given Cp distribution. It can run two (opposed) boundary
layer solutions with distinct cn as well, as occurs with upper and lower
surface flows on the airfoil. In both cases, closure for turbulence can be
accomplished using mixing length theory (MLT), or a second order model built
on turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and solution of additional differential
equations. Upon special input specification, an economical integral boundary
layer solution can be computed as well, for the entire airfoil including
transition from laminar to turbulent.
The merging of the upper and lower surface boundary layers at the trail-
ing edge into a turbulent downstream wake is an important part of the inter-
action flowfield. Solution for the wake flow is accomplished using the para-
bolic Navier-Stokes (2DPNS) option in COMOC. The lateral boundaries for
this flow are the extended upper and lower surface inviscid flows and the
solution is marched down the wake. Closure for turbulence must now be the
TKE model; initializing levels are obtained from the boundary layer solutions.
Both the 2DBL and 2DPNS options provide detailed downstream distributions of
important integral parameters, e.g., skin friction (if appropriate), dis-
placement thickness, shape factor, etc. In the wake region, these parameters
are referenced to the downstream projection of the trailing edge included
angle bisector. The displacement thickness is usually interpreted to define
the effective boundary of an inviscid flow. Therefore, the computed distri-
bution of displacement thickness on the airfoil surface and wake can be em-
ployed to define a new effective inviscid shape, and the sequential solution
procedure repeated. This constitutes the weak-interaction solution algorithm,
which the aerodynamics sequence in COMOC is capable of executing.
COMOC is undergoing a rapid rate of growth and the features of the pro-
gram discussed herein are newly developed. The theoretical foundation for
the finite element solution algorithm, applied to the components of the weak
interaction solution, and detailed analysis of accuracy, convergence, and
verified capabilities are presented in reference 1. This report is intended
to guide the program user in correct problem specification and data deck
preparation. It contains a discussion of the organization of COMOC, including
a complete description of all real and integer arrays and all FORTRAN varia-
bles. Brief mathematical descriptions of'the problem statements are given
in the next section, including boundary condition constraints. An overview
of the finite element algorithm form is presented. The next section dis-
cusses data deck preparation, including detailed output for comparison
standard test cases. The final section presents the organizational and
logical structure for the program.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Aerodynamic Potential Flow
The 2DPF option in COMOC solves the elliptic boundary value statement
for the perturbation potential function, which is the Laplacian, i.e.,
The definition for 4 , in terms of the reference freestream velocity at
angle of attack and the local velocity vector U is
Equation (2) provides the flow tangency boundary condition used for solution
of equation (1). Denoting n-j as the unit normal vector defining any
impervious surface, the boundary condition is
3(p ^  ^ ^
; V = "^ (3)
In the freestream, sufficiently remote from the airfoil surface, the flow
is undisturbed. Hence, equation (3) vanishing identically can account for
this as well as the Kutta condition to admit angle of attack.
Turbulent Boundary Layer Flow
COMOC can execute this option using a coordinate stretching transfor-
mation to economically account for boundary layer growth (see ref. 1,
equation 94). Denoting Q. as the time-averaged mean flow velocity vector,
and assuming constant density, the 2DBL option solves the differential












In equations (4)-(7), ve is the effective kinematic viscosity defined as
ve =
(8)








In the MLT specification,
length.
o> is the VanDriest damping and a is the mixing
Boundary conditions are required^for all four variables, equations
(4)-(7), at the wall and all except U2 at freestream. The freestream
condition is simply vanishing gradient. The no-slip constraint is used for
u\ and Q£ may have a specified value at the wall. The TKE closure is
invalid at a no-slip wall, since the local flow is not fully turbulent.
COMOC employs a sub-layer model to internally evaluate appropriate boundary
values for both k and e , at a user-specified value of y+ (see ref. 1).
Turbulent Make Flow
The 2DPNS option in COMOC can be entered directly under a restart from

















•*pc* N = 0
where 1 < i , j < 2 and a = 2 only. The second of equations (12) is now
solved for Q ~, with equation (11) providing the freestream boundary
conditions in terms of Cp, top and bottom. Since the wake is an unbounded
flow, the slip surface has vanished and the solution domain for all variables
is closed by vanishing freestream normal gradient.
system is everywhere valid.
Further, the TKE equation
Finite Element Solution Algbrithm
The appropriate differential equation systems are established. Each is
a special case of the general, second order elliptic boundary value specifi-
cation
L(q) = 3x, = 0
(15)
where q is interpreted as a generalized dependent variable, i.e.,
9 - >..{*> Uj, ,G2,k,e }• The boundary condition statement applicable for all
numbers of the set q i s
£(q) = = 0 (16)
The finite element algorithm for equations (15)-(16) is established
using the method of weighted residuals. It is
-
Rm
- X = {0} (17)
where S is the finite element assembly operator, and within the finite
element^domain Rm , the finite element approximation q£ to the solution
q is
1m (xj) = (f(x )}T{Q(x)}
•m (18)
where {.f(x0)} are polynomials written on coordinates spanning Rm- Upon
Jt "I
application of a Green-Gauss theorem, the globally assembled algorithm for





In equation (19), the a'1) are coefficients in the boundary condition
statements. Of particular interest, note that for q = <f> ,
(3) - .
3
 - "j £j (20)
which introduces the non-homogeneous boundary condition constraint directly
into the algorithm.
DATA DECK PREPARATION
The input facilities in the COMOC weak interaction viscous-inviscid
interaction flow program are highly sophisticated and greatly simplify data
deck preparation and modification. The program sequentially scans the data
deck and operates on command data cards as they are encountered. Numerical
data required for each command operation is input in free format on cards
directly following the command card. Command operations can cause vectors
to be filled, initiate a series of solution operations or specify output
formats and titles. Command card sequence is quite flexible and care has
been taken to ensure that most operations which must be performed sequen-
tially are specifiable under one command name. Guidelines for numerical
data preparation,command card sequencing and utilization of the output are
described in this section. Copies of actual data decks used for solution
of the test cases are given in the appendices for reference.
Structure and. Guidelines
The COMOC data deck for weak interaction flow solution is divided into
six sections for description. Exclusive of machine related job control
cards, the six sections consist of a Fortran main routine and accompanying
subroutines (if any), namelist data, geometric description, output format
specification, boundary and initial condition data and solution command
cards (Fig. 1). Each of these data and its subset is preceded by a
command card which directs a program activity which when completed returns
control to the next data card. The program operates in a dynamic storage
mode and the function of Main is to allocate sufficient storage for the IZ
array which is internally sized as a function of the number of finite elements
requested for a specific problem. The namelist section of the deck is used to
specify scalar integer and floating point data utilizing the Fortran namelist
option. The data is read in namelists NAME01 and NAME02, respectively, and
stored in the arrays IARRAY and RARRAY. Execution of the namelist read is
initiated via commands FENAME or. NAMELIST.
The geometric description section contains the data required to generate
a finite element grid suitable for solution. Command FEDIMN dynamically
dimensions the arrays required by the analysis according to the number of
nodes (NODE) specified in namelist NAME01. The finite elements are generated
via command card LINK2 (14) for viscous flow and LINK1 (09) for potential flow.
Finite element numerical data follows these cards as noted in the data deck
description.
COMOC employs a highly adaptive output routine which allows for data
specification of the scalar and array variables to be printed, scale factors
to be applied to each variable and titling information to head each variable
list. Each is specified under a command name in the output section (Section
IV, Fig. 1) of the data deck. The program operates in non-dimensional units
and the data specified scale factors are utilized to present the results in
Solution Procedure
r
/ In i t i a l and Boundary Conditions
/Output Specification
Fini te Element Discretization






Fig. 1 COMOC Data Deck Major Sections
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a consistent set of units. A reference length parameter (REFL in NAME02)
is also available to scale all output to a problem reference length, i.e.,
airfoil chord length. In addition, command names are available for speci-
fication of problem identifying titles to be printed at various strategic
locations such as the beginning of each set of printed output.
The fifth section of the data deck contains the required boundary and
initial condition data which are specified at the solution nodes. The finite
element method easily handles mixed boundary conditions, hence, both fixed
and Neumann type are allowed. Parameter tables such as C vs x may also
be specified in this section. Initial conditions are p required only
for the viscous flow calculations. The inviscid (Cp) solution boundary
conditions are automatically generated in subroutine ARFOIL, hence, need
not be specified. ——«.
Section VI contains the commands for the solution proper. For poten-
tial flow, the Laplacian elliptic boundary value problem is solved on the
perturbation potential function. Pressure coefficient Cp is subsequently
evaluated over the airfoil and in the wake region by differentiating <J>.
For viscous flow solutions, the generated Cp curve is differentiated in
DPDXTB. Upon command QKNINT in the solution section,integration of the
2DBL equation system over the airfoil or integration of 2DPNS in the wake
region is performed subject to the applied pressure gradient.
A complete listing of the allowed command names and a brief description
of their use is given in Table 1. During the progression from sections one
to five in the data deck, various execution and data management commands are
required in addition to numerical data specifications. These are more fully
explained for particular sample test cases which follow.
Free Format
Most of the numerical data other than command data specified in the
COMOC input deck may be input in free format. Data delimiters may be blanks
or commas. The end of a data set is indicated by a T or blank card for
numerical data and a DONE beginning in card column 1 for literal data.
Exceptions to the rule are namelist data which utilizes the standard Fortran
Namelist option and certain special card types which combine literal and
numerical data. Command cards are an example of this type and the restric-
tions imposed are that the command name begin in column 1 and numerical data
begins beyond column 10.
Several features which greatly simplify sequential and repetitive data
specifications are available in free format. For example:
Repetitive Numbers 12. 5*7.
Fills Array 12. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.
Repetitive Sequence 2(5. 2. 4.
(one per card only)
Fills Array 5. 2. 4. 5. 2. 4
Skip P locations 10. 12. 3*P 22. T
Fills Array 10. 12. A A A 22.
Increment by a constant 5* .50 10 T
Fills Array 10 60 110 160 210
Exponential Notation 6. 10.E-2 14.E-4 T
Fills Array. 6. .1 .0014
Restart
The airfoil viscous solution proceeds in marching fashion along the
upper and lower airfoil surfaces toward the trailing edge and into the wake
region. If the solution fails to reach the final station in the allotted
Cpu time, it is desirable to restart the solution where it ended rather than
begin again. The RESTART and SAVETAPE commands permit this by writing the
entire stored array on a user specified file at each requested print interval.
Sample Test Cases
Three test cases were selected for checkout of the COMOC solution options
which are coupled under a weak interaction assumption. Test case results are
presented in the accompanying theoretical report (ref. 1). Potential flow and
pressure coefficient (Cp) were calculated for flow over a NACA-0015 airfoil
with modified leading edge region as noted in Ref. 2. Secondly, a viscous
boundary layer solution was obtained for the geometry of Bradshaw as reported
in the Stanford Conference Proceedings (ref. 3). The wake region was analyzed
for a Joukowski 12% thick airfoil at 6° angle of attack. Data deck setup for
these cases is described in detail in the following sections and a copy of the




A CCNTFOL CARD W I T H THE FOLLOWING P A R A M E T E R S IS READ IN -
P A R A P E T E P
VI
NNIUL
F O R M A T
A8
FREE
C A R D C C L S
I - 8
A F T E R 8
TG
D E S C R I P T I O N
CGNTRGl V A R I A B L E .
N f U L C 1) = NX
NMUL12) = NPCO
CuvULI3) = MREPET
K M U L ( 4 ) = NRTAPE
I V N U L ( N )
IF KOUMF = 1 IN N f i M E O l t THEN THE ENTIRE INPUT C A R D IS PRINTED
I M M E D I A T E L Y A F T E R BEING REAP F C L L C W E D BY THE D A T A THAT IS BEING
S T O R E D AI.CNG W I T H THE D A T A ' S ENTRY P O S I T I O N IN THE IL A R R A Y
( S E E IPLACF . AND NFL A C 1 : )
THIS R O U T I N E LCCKS F I F S T FOR a M A T C H Cf V I W I T H C E R T A I N KEY WORDS
WHICH rt ILL E ITHER C A L S E A SUBROUTINE TG 6E CALLED OR PROGRAM
F L C W T O C C C U R .
T H E K E Y W C P C S THiT A R E S C f N N E C A R E -
A B S V A L Nl !\Z N3-
t B L A N K )
C C V C C
• C O M T I T L E












SET RZ(IZ(M2)) - ACS (RZ ( I Z( N3 ) J , I = I, Nl
RFTIP.N TO SCAM ANC1HEP. CARD.
PP INT THE CO"CC TITLE PAGE TWO TIMES.
RtAO A TITLE CAPO WHICH WILL APPEAR ON COMOC .
C.'LL CSCPPT AND PROCESS ACCORDING TO NX.
NX
- READ AND VvRITE INFORMATION CARDS.
- READ TITLES FOR OcP. VAR. OUTPUT HEADINGS,
- READ DESCRIPTIVE TITLE FOR HEADING
AT BEGINNING OF OUTPUT HEADER.
R E A D TITLES FOR PARAMETERS PRINTED IN
THE OLTPLT HEADER.
PFTUPN C.ONTRCL TO ("AIM PROGRAM, RESET ARRAYS
aND RETURN TC ROINFT.
CALL EXIT.
SET IBL = 0 AND !PHI = I.
:ET FBI. = I.
SF.T IBL = 1 AND N30PNS = I.
SET IBL = 0.
C A L L DIMENSIONAL 1 1 ATI ON ROUTINE FED! MM. ••
C A L L FEIV.AME TO SET DEFAULT S C A L A R S AND THEN
C A L L N M C L S T TO R E A C IN NAHE01 AND NAME02
SET
N2, A3, M,
I A R P A Y (M )
E T C .




















POUMP Nl N2 N3 -
PLUS M N2 N3 . ,
READ M N2 N3 N<
SAVFTAPE Nl N2 -
SETVAL Nl N2 N3 f
SORT M N2 ... -
S O R T Nl N2 M3
V Y Y E N O NX
V v R I T E Nl N2 ^3
- CALL ICCND TC PPINT REAL AND INTEGER SCALARS.
- SET INPUT UNIT TO Nl.
- ALLCWS NFW VALUES TO READ INTO A SEQUENCE
CF LOCATIONS IN THE BORDER, IPLACE AND NLOC
VECTORS.
- ENTER FIXED NCCES FCR OEP. V A R I A B L E NX.
CALL CETBND
- E N T E R F I X 5 C NOCES A N C / C R BOUNDARY
C C N O I T I C N S FOR OEP. V A R I A B L E NX.
C A L L G F T R C C
- C A L L L I N K l ( N X )
- CALL L T N K 2 ( N X )
- C A L L L I N K 3 ( N X , C U f N Y l ,DUMMY2)
- C A L L L I N K M N X . K )
- C A L L L I N K 5 I N X )
N3, N4, N5
- Ct lL MATSUM ( R Z U Z I N 2 ) ) , R Z ( I Z ( N 3 > ) , R A R R A Y ( N 4 )
R Z ( I Z ( N5 ) ) , N1 )
- CALL NMELST TO READ IN NAME01 AND NAME02
NANELTSTS.
- C A L L PDUMP ( IZHZ(N2)), IZ(IZ(M3)J, Nl )
. . ETC.
R E A D ( Nl ) R Z U Z ( N 3 ) + N 4 ) , I = 1, N2
S A V E CUTPUT CN U^JIT Nl, REWIND AFTER
MOD ( K O L M T , N2 ) = 0.
t N5
C A L L S E T V A L ( R Z ( I Z ( N 2 ) ) , R Z t I Z ( N 3 ) ) ,
R A R R A Y l M ' i ) , R A R R A Y C - J b ) , Nl )
P i R R A Y f M U = S C R T ( R A P . K A Y I N 2 )
R A R R A Y f N B ) = S O R T ( R A R R A Y ( M 4 ) )
. . . E T C .
R Z ( I Z ( N ' 2 ) = S G P T ( R Z ( I Z ( N 3 ) )), I = I, Nl
5 END OF INPUT FOR OEP. V A R . NX.
( Ml ) , I = 1 , N2
IF NCNE OF THE ABOVE SITUATIGMS OCCUR,
THE VECTORS BCRCER A^C V A L U E ARE S C A N - N E C UNTIL A MATCH IS FOUND
ANC THE LOCATIOM IS STORED IN THE PARAMETER ''K1.
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TABLE 1 Contd.
D E S C R I P T I O N OF INTEGER TYPE INPLT
R O P C E R IS A V E C T O R OF C C N T P C L NA.«ES ViHICH IS SCANNED W I T H THE USER
INPUT C O N T R O L F0« I N T E G E R INPUT.
IZ ( I P L A C E ( K ) ) = L C C A T I C N IN T t -E \ l / S R R A Y AT WHICH TO BEGIN
STORING INTEGER E N T R I E S .
I A R R A Y ( N L C C I K ) ) = MIK6EP CF E N T R I E S S T O R E C S T A R T I N G AT
IZ( I PL ACE IK ) I.
IF NX .NE. -I , C A L L C E T 8 N D TO E N T E R I N T E G E R D A T A .
IF NX .EC . -1, C A L L 4 0 C C E L TO ENTER INTEGER D A T A .
















B C R D E R
THICK
I P I N T
L I N K C A L L
S P E C I E S
IOKULT
I O S A V E
C N T P T S
CNTMDS
I B C R T
ICNUN R




































S C L U T I C N SEQUENCE VECTOR.
LINK NCS. TO BE C A L L E D AT END OF QKNUI N,
V A R I A B L E NOS. FOR SPECIES TO BE RUN.
O L T P L T V A R I A B L E MULTIPL IER FROM R A R R A Y .
V A R I A B L E L IST TO BE D I S P L A Y E D AT OUTPUT,
CCIXTCUP NODES TO BE USED IN
C O N T E S , OFCFBL, TRBTHK, W L F L X S i ETC.
NG. OF NODES IN EACH CONTOUR LINE.
C O L N T E R - C L O C K W I S E L IST OF BOUNDARY.
L IST OF ENTRIES IN R A R R A Y TO BE
01 S P L A Y E D AT START OF EACH OUTPUT.
LIST OF MULTIPLIERS IN R A R R A Y USED
TC M U L T I P L Y IQNUMB ENTRIES.
NO. CF SUBDIV IS IONS / SUPER ELEMENT
.»LONG C I R E C T I O M I.
NO. OF SUBDIVIS IONS / SUPER ELEMENT
A L C N G DIRECTION 2.
R E A D IN ELEMENT NODE CONNECTIONS.
NOTE -
N L G C ( K ) CR N V Q C t K ) = 67 IMPLIFS P R E S E T LENGTH IS NOT CHANGED.
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TABLE 1 Contd.
D E S C R I P T I O N C F P E A L T Y P E IMPUT
VALUE IS /> V F C T O R Or C C N T P C L IWES t».HICH IS SCANNF.O WITH THE USER
INPUT CCMTPOl. FOR R E * L IMPUT.
I 2 < N P L A C E ( K ) ) = L C C M 1 C N IN THE IZ A R R A Y AT WHICH TO BEGIN
STORING R E A L F .NTRIES.
I A P R A Y ( N V O C ( K ) ) = (WEEP GF E N T R I E S S T O R E D STARTING AT
IZ ( N P L A C H K ) } .
ROUTINE R.EDR5L IS C A L L E D AT THIS T I N E TO ENTER DATA.
T H E S E C C N T R C L C / S F C S CAN CCNTMN f t GPCUP OF MULTIPLIERS FOR
THE ENTERED C A T A .
£ (*
VYY 3 -100. "i -27
1.2 0.9 3.7 T V O R T I C I T Y INPUT
THE P R O G R A M S E T S AMLLT = -100.0 * R A R R A Y 1 3 ) / R A R R A Y I 2 7 )
ThEN V Y Y ( I ) = AMJIT * 1.2
V Y Y ( 2) - A f^ULT * 0.9
VYY ( 3 ) = /V'ULT * 3 .7
K V A L U E
3 V U 3 P O S
4 V U 3 V A L
5 V T H I C K
6 VRHO
7 V T T A B
8 V C P T A B
9 V X 1 C C R
10 V X 2 C O R
11 VH
16 V P R E S S
17 V S C H M I O T
16 VYY
19 V T F M F
22 VTK






























fEF IN IT ION
X ST.ATICN FOR V A R I A B L E GRIO CHANGE.
S C A L E F A C T O R FOR V A R I A B L E GRID CHANGE.
V f l LUE CF ELEMENT TH ICKNESSES.
D E F A U L T = 1 .0 / ALC
DENS ITY AT NODE POINTS.
C E F / > U L T = R HO IMF
T A R L F LOOK-UP TEMPERATURES.
CEF^ULT = TOFIMF
T i E L E I.CCK-UP S P E C I F I C HEATS.
D E F A U L T = CPOINF
X l - C C C R C I N A T E S AT NODE POINTS.
X 2 - C O C R D I N A T E S AT NODE POINTS.
E N T H A L P Y DISTRIBUTION AT MODE POINTS.
D E F A L L T = 1.0
PRESSURE VALUES AT NODE POINTS.
r .EF/JULT = PINF
SCt- .MIOT MO. DIST. AT NODE POINTS.
CE FAULT = SCT
C E F P N O E N T VAR . D IST. AT NODE POINTS.
T E M P E R A T U R E D I S T . AT NODE POINTS.
T E F A U L T = TOFINF
THICKNESS OF ELEMENTS IN THICK VECTOR.













V X 3 S T
V P V S X
V E P S I L C N
M R R A Y
V W A L L S T A

















S T L D V R , STLDTR, STLOCR, S T L O E X , STLCON
EMRIES FOR SUTHERLANOS L A W .
DEF. .1163E-4, 494.0, 204.0, 1 .5 1 0.0
PRANDTL NO. 01 ST. AT NODE POINTS.
D E F A U L T = PR
DOhASTREAM S T A T I O N S AT WHICH PRESSURE
IS DEFINED.
P C ^ ^ S T P E / ^ M PRESSURES A T V X S S T .
TURBULENT V I S C O S I T Y AT MODE POINTS.
GEFiULT = XMUINF
R A R R A Y t M X ) = ANULTt WHERE
Af-tULT = COMBINATION OP REMAINING ENTRIES.
C O U N S T R E A M PQS. AT WHICH TC
INJECT T R A N S V E R S E V E L O C I T Y .
V A L U E CF INJECTED T R A N S V E R S E VELOCITY .
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NACA 0015 (Modi fied). Potential
Data specifications for finite element potential flow analysis over
single element airfoils has been greatly simplified through use of the COMOC
grid generator and automated evaluation of the airfoil normal gradient (a3)
boundary conditions. The basic data requirements therefore, consist of an
accurate description of the airfoil or viscous boundary shape. The airfoil
shape is left as a subroutine specification since certain classes such as
Karman-Trefftz may be generated rather than data specified. Subroutine
SHAPE is keyed to call various subroutines which generate airfoil shapes.
An example of data specification for a modified NACA -0015 airfoil is' shown
in Fig. 2. The airfoil is point specified and the subroutine is called from
SHAPE when JSHP is set equal to 2 in Namelist NAME01. Other airfoil shapes
may be similarly input by substituting the Fortran subroutine AFSHP in Figure
2 and specifying JSHP = 2 in NAME01. The Fortran deck is placed behind MAIN
in section._one of the daia^ decJc.—if the^ i?f&il-~shape^ s-&£-a-<el#$$-*btej?—--
fflayjbe_§wierate<| from general parameters such asjnaxiraum thickness ratio,
chord length, etc, such as the Karmann-frefftz class of airfoils, shape
changes are effected by merely changing the shape generating parameters.
The required parameters for the Karmann-Trefftz class are trailing edge angle,
maximum thickness ratio (t/c), angle of attack (a) and camber angle ($)•
These data are input in the Namelist NAME02 and maximum thickness ratio and
angle of attack are always required since they are used to scale the solution
domain. Given an airfoil shape, thickness ratio and angle of attack, therefore,
the appropriate finite element grid for an external flow domain is automatically
generated and the gradient (a^ ) boundary conditions are evaluated and applied
at the appropriate finite element boundaries.
The following list presents the major sections of the potential flow data
deck and a brief description of the coranand and data cards required.
Section I Fortran Main and Subroutines
The function of Main is to allocate space for the data arrays. The amount
of space required is problem dependent and the size of the data arrays must be
initially guessed at for each different discretization refinement. The actual
size of the "IZ" array utilized by the program is printed (IARRAY (100) = TREND)
as illustrated in the output section and the dimensions in MAIN can be reduced
accordingly on subsequent runs. A list of MAIN for the potential flow test
case is illustrated in Figure 2.
Airfoil shapes are input by subroutine AFSHP which directly follows MAIM
in the data deck. The maximum airfoil thickness (t/C) must be specified in
namelist NAME02 to provide the discretizer with the proper domain size scale
factors. Data requirements consist of the airfoil coordinates along each
surface non-dimensionalized by chord length and in the order upper, lower
proceeding from the leading to trailing edge, and the number of points along
one surface.
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C - C - C - M - Q - C - - -
CCMMON / A R R A Y S / 12 (40000)
COMMqN_/...VAR.BL ?_../. J A R R A Y , t Q05 00 Lt..JAR RAY.LQQ5fiOJ_
EQUIVALENCE ( I A R R A Y ( 0 0 0 9 2 ) , I Z S I Z E ) . .




C.ALL__RES.ET,„(...005Q 0,._ J ARRAY., _0_._J
_._CALL....R.E.SET. (.. 00500, ...RARR AY.,.. O..CL.L
I Z S I Z E = 40000 _





- - SUBROUTINE A F S H P ( 0 , X 1 A F , X 2 A P , N P T S ) ~ -—
C
C PURPOSE — POINT SPECIFICATION OF. AN AIRFOIL SHAPEC . . ... ...
c — C O O R D I N A T E S I.N CHORD LENGTHS, UPPER S U R F A C E F O L L O W E D " " "
c ' BY' L O W E R S U R F A C E , L E A D I N G EDGE TO T R A I L I N G EDGE,
C " 100 T O T A L POINTS ( M A X . )
f. S A'•!••" NiJMIER OF POINTS UPPf:R AND LOWER
C M A X I M U M THICK. K A T I O ( T / C ! MUST l i t SPEC. IN NAME01
OI.McNSIi lM 0 ( 1 ) , X 1 A P ( 1 ) , X 2 A F { 1 ) " ' " ' " "
O I M c N S i n v X 1 0 0 1 5 I 0 5 0 ) , X 2 0 0 1 5 1 0 5 0 )
• D A T A X10015/ . •""" "
' * 0., .0023, .0057, .0114, .0173, .0229, .0343, ".0458,
* . 0572 , . 0 6 > i 7 , .0301, .103, .1259, .1488, .1717, .206,
* .2518, .3, ..5433, .3391, .4349, .4807, ,5265, .5722,
• * . .6295, .6367, .7439, .8011, . 3534, .915 6, . 9614 , 1 .', "
f. 18*0. / " . . . . . . -
DATA X20015/ '
* 0., .0145, .022, .0207 , .0336, .0376, .0433, .0473, '
* .05, . 0532 , .05-c5, .059, .0632, .0664, .0693, .0721,
* .0746, .075, .0 /44, .0729, .0704, ,0672, .0633, .059,
* .0533, .0476, .0408, .0335, .0252, .016, . 0 0 7 7 , ' . 0 , '
* 18*0./ . . . .
N P T S = 32 ' ' ' ' .' ~ "
' ' 00 100 I =1 , N P T S ' '
X 1 A F 1 I ) = X 1 0 0 1 5 1 I )
10'J X 2 A F ( I ) = X 2 G 0 1 5 I I )
W R I T E ! / , , 6 0 . - ) ) ( X U F < I I ,1 = 1 , N P T S ) '
V - / R I T F (6 ,610) ( X 2 A F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , : ;PTS) . . - - -..
RETURN " ' " ~
600 FGP.MATI / / , I O X . 3 7 H O A T A SPcCIr l tD A I P F G I L X 1-C OORD IN A TES , "'' " '--
* !/ , 4 7 X , 5 c l 2 . 5 ) )
610 F O R M A T ( / , 3 3 X , 1 4 H X . 2 C O O R O I N A T E S , ( / , 4 7 X , 56 12 . 5 ) )
"" " t-IND ""' "~ ~"'
2b Subroutine AFSHP
Figure 2 MAIN Program and Subroutine AFSHP
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Read NAMELIST 6-'Set default values
Fortran NAMELIST integer data
Karman-Trefftz class airfoil
Calls user supplied subroutine
AFSHP to obtain airfoil shape
Number of data points specified
along one airfoil surface.
Greater than or equal to the
number of solution nodes expected.
Dependent variable to be used in
STRF
Variable vector extracted from
dependent variable array.
Data starting point in the II
array
Prints data reflection and 12
array entry points.
Number of output variables
Number of digits to right of
decimal in print + 3
Maximum number of columns in
discretization
Maximum number of rows in
discretization
Prints dependent variable $
solution in node number ascending
order.
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Karman Trefftz camber angle
Trailing edge angle
Flow Reynolds number
Geometric form print compression
factor (rows). Required if
NMOUT = 3.
Geometric form print compression
factor (columns)
Prints NAMELIST data stored in
arrays IARRAY. RARRAY.
Dimension; Arrays






Specifies grid refinement normal
to the airfoil surface for each
super element
Specifies grid refinement along
airfoil surface for each super
element
Generates airfoil flow domain dis-
cretization sized and scaled for
airfoil in subroutine AFSiRF'
Generate vectors for output
control
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Section IV Output Specification
Sample output is listed in the next section
Command Function
COMTITLE Reads title which is printed below the
COMOC symbol
DONE Terminates literal data
DESCRIPT 204 Solution print heading
DONE Same as above
The next three commands are inter-related and should be fully understood
prior to changing them. See subroutine BDINPT under subroutines and variables.
Command Function
DESCRIPT 332 Solution print parameter titles
Starting location at RZ(L(32))
MPARA -1 RARRAY locations of multiplier
to be applied to parameter print
IONUMB -1 RARRAY locations of parameters
to be printed
DESCRIPT 203 Titles to head dependent variable
(4») print
IOSAVE -1 List of dependent variables to be
printed.
IOMULT -1 List of locations in RARRAY of
multipliers to be applied to each
dependent variable for print
Section V Dependent Variable Boundary and
Initial Condition Specifications
The potential flow solution is strictly a boundary value problem, there-
fore, no initial conditions are required. Gradient boundary conditions are
internally computed from the specified geometry, and internally applied as in
equation 16, hence, no boundary condition specification is required.
20
Command Function
-i Numbers o^ the* Dependent and Parameter
Variables*'* in /the- Solution
Section VI Solution Procedure 2DPF
Command Function
Link 3 4 Non-dimensionalize coordinates
LINK 1 3 Finite element matrices
LINK 2 5 Print node numbers
LINK 2 7 Potential Flow Solution (S2<j> = 0)
LINK 2 6 Print potential field
COMOC Print COMOC symbol and title
specified under command COMTITLE
EXIT End of execution
Bradshaw Boundary Layer
The finite element discretization for 2D boundary layer solutions is one
dimensional and essentially consists of a column of one dimensional finite
elements normal to the airfoil surface. Explicit integration of the boundary
layer equations is performed over the column of elements as it marches in the
major flow direction. Specification of the finite element geometry has been
greatly simplified thru the use of geometric progression super elements where
each element size is a geometric function of the one preceeding it accord-




 = PJ (21)
In equation (21) p is the specified geometric progression ratio and M is
the number of finite elements to be generated and scaled by S. For airfoil
flows, therefore, two super elements are required. The progression for the
lower surface should be less than unity, while for the upper surface, greater
than unity to provide discretization refinement in the vicinity of the airfoil.
The following list presents a description of the Bradshaw data deck.
Parameters previously described are-TMltteTd^ o~avo7tfn^ etnjTrdBTicyT~-l!\ comp\eTe
listing jQLf_ihe_actua-l-xla-ta-Jeck-4s-^ 4'en 4n~Appendix-Br _._..._._,.-.—.

































T(wall), Patanker & Spaulding
t(wall), Ludwig Till man
•r(wall), du/dy wall
Use one of the above
Number of variables being integrated
(must noit.be greater than NEQ)
One dimensional Finite Elements
Two-dimensional Finite Elements
Print page size,in columns
Number of integral parameters printed
Suppress -integral parameter print
Maximum number of integration steps
between prints
Laminar viscosity for Van Driest
coef. in DFCFBL
Turbulent viscosity for Van Driest
coef. in DFGFBL
Reference length applied to output
Mean Flow Velocity (ft/sec.)
Reference temperature (Rankine)
Reference pressure (PSF)
Initial station for explicit
integration in direction of flow (ft.)
Distance to final integration
station (ft.)








ZO, NINT1, Zl, ZPR1, NINT2, Z2, ZPR2
NDECRD





ZO - first Z coordinate
NINT1.2 number of finite
elements, ZPR1.2 - geometric
progression ratio
Sample node selection card
NODZ first node in discreti-




Ends finite element genera-
tion sequence
Section V Dependent Variable, Boundary and
Initial Condition Specifications
In this section, initial values of all dependent variables being integra-
ted must be specified at each solution node. An exception to this occurs when
integrating the TKE and DISS equations, since a program option exists which
allows these variables to be internally initialized from an MLT turbulence
model. Boundary conditions (eqn. 16) are specified in this section in two
forms, together with a vector of nodes along which each is to be applied.
Dependent variable values are held constant by simply specifying the dependent
variable number on the KBNO command card and listing the node numbers in free
format on cards following, (see subroutine GETBND in the next section).
Gradient boundary conditions are applied in a special format as described
under subroutine GETBCD. Other solution parameters may also be input in this
section in the form of tables to be interpolated as solution progresses (i.e.,
pressure coefficient for dp/dxj evaluation). Table 1 lists and describes the
allowed command names and the function of.each.
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Bradshaw Section V Dependent Variable, Boundary 2DBL









Nodes where values of the variable 1
are to be fixed
Special command card which fixes all
nodes along one surface. Other
options are^Top, Right and Left.
Tabular input of Xj locations for
pressure table (ft;)
Tabular input of edge velocity
Uj velocity initialization
(Non-dimensional input) may be input
dimensional ly if non-dimensional iz-
ing factor is specified on the VYY
card beginning in column 11. A
convenient method of nondimension-
alization is to specify the integer
location of UINF in the RARRAY array.










Calls the continuity equation
solver
Bradshaw data initialization
Subroutines called during the
integration phase
Obtain P&P* from table
Evaluate gradients at airfoil
boundary
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5 6 Evaluate effective viscosity
2 15 Evaluate the integral parameters
QKNINT Initiates explicit integration
phase to march the solution from
TO to TO+TD. At each integration
station,calls are placed to the
LINKCALL subroutines specified
under the command (Linkcall).
Joukowski Wake
A viscous turbulent solution was performed in the wake of a 12% thick
Joukowski airfoil at 6° angle of attack. The parabolic Navier Stokes option
(2DPNS) was utilized and initial velocity profiles at the trailing-edge ..were
experimentally derived (ref. 4). The solution was initialized .01 chord
lengths upstream of the trailing edge and marched downstream and into the
wake region. A method of incorporating problem specification changes in
COMOC such as the sudden ending of the airfoil at the trailing edge is to
issue a RESTART command which is activated following return from QKNINT.
Upon restart program variables may be respecified and integration continued.
For the Joukowski airfoil test case the solution was begun at .99 chord
using the 2DBL option with TD set at .01. The restart deck following the
QKNINT command contained boundary condition information which effectively
removed the surface gradient. UY boundary conditions were applied and LINKCALL
was modified to perform a 2DPNS solution. The data deck sequence required
to perform this sequence is described below. Again, duplication of previously
defined parameters is avoided. A complete listing of the data deck required
to perform this solution is given in Appendix C.
Section II Namelist Specified Control and Reference Parameters 2DBL
Command Name Code Function
3DBR Initiates COMOC executions
FENAME Reads namelist data
& NAME01
NEQ Number of variable, vectors in the
solution
L6 > Number of values in array. CNTPTf..
























Number of values in tables VU3POS
And VU3VAL
Number of variables in IPINT not in-
tegrated until VSTART or C4EDSW
values of Xj, are reached.
Number of characters in a print
word
Number of a^ , a3 boundary
conditions to be applied.
% of TD where U£ is to be
initiated- when-tfs-fitgrCWF£S-;—
Mean viscosity
Initial integration step size
K! location where TKE and dissipa-
tion become dependent variables
and begin integrating (see NEQADD
in NAME01)
TKE from Prandtl mixing length





Constant in dissipation equation.
Constant for Diss. length calcula-
tion/for MLT.







Section V Dependent Variable, Boundary










Tabular specification of xi coordinate
describing geometric boundary variation
in the Z direction.
Values of Z at each VU3POS X! .coordinate
The 2DBL and 2DPNS equations are scaled
to allow for grid growth as the solution
proceeds
Nodes where variable is to be fixed
Variable No. 1 - Uj velocity
Variable No. 2 - Ug velocity
Variable No. 5 - Turbulent Kinetic
Energy
Variable No. 6 - Dissipation Function
Only Ui need be initially specified.For
boundary layers U2 is computed from the
continuity equation. The continuity
equation is initiated by setting VSTART
in NAME02, and U2 is counted as a var-
iable in NEQ but not in NEQKNN in NAME01.
TKE and DISS, variables 5 and 6
respectively, are initialized from the
MLT model. Setting NE1E2 equal to 2 and
E1E2SW to a small increment of TO will
initiate a laminar-turbulent (MLT)
sequence and NEQADD = -2 will maintain
TKE + DISS as solution parameters to be
evaluated from MLT results. C4EDSW in
NAME02 is the X, location where varia-
bles 5-6 become solution dependent
variables utilizing the values stored












Obtain pressure from the Cp table.
Store the entire data arrays set
on unit specified at each print
station, the second integer indi-
cates the number of back-up writes
to retain for restart.
To initiate a restart and allow
changes in the data deck. Change
equations to 2DPNS
The following explains the restart deck in Appendix C as used
specifically for the Joukowski test case.













No print of input











Section V Dependent Variable






















0,0,0, 0.0, 2, 4.321, 2




Freestream node along upper
surfaces
Ends literal data
All nodes in solution for Variable
1 (ui)
Terminates Literal Data.
Dep. Var. 2 boundary conditions
0.0,2 sets a.i= 0.0
4.321,2 sets '
Same as for bottom.
These cards set the boundary
conditions required to integrate
Uo to form 2DPNS equation system.
±4.321 is a code indicating that
the 33 freestream boundary con-
dition is to be obtained from
du/dx.
Ends literal data
Removes fixed restrictions on
TKE new airfoil surface
Terminates Literal Data
Removes fixed restriction on






Joukowski Section VI Solution Procedure (Cont'd) 2DPNS
Command'- Index Function
LINKCALL -1 T Calls routines to solve the
2DPNS equations
1 5 Evaluate dp/dx
2 15 Evaluate integral parameters
5 6 Evaluate diffusion coefficients
3DPNS Flags 2DPNS solution
SAVETAPE 10 2 Saves data on unit 10 modulo 2.
QKN1NT Initiates 2DPNS equation
integration.
EXIT End of job
Selected Print Samples
The output package in COMOC is quite versatile and allows the user
substantial print format control. The standard print may be described in
the three distinct classes of problem identifying titles, data reflection
print and solution print. Each of these operates under control of the user
as described in the previous section. Three different titles may be input
under different command names for print below the COMOC symbol on command
COMOC, print at the beginning of the data reflection or as a descriptive
heading at the beginning of each solution print.
Data reflection print is accessed by setting KDUMP = 1 in NAME01 and the
print format is illustrated in Figure 3. Each card in the deck is printed
as it is encountered. In addition, vectors filled by array data are printed
directly following the data reflection, thus providing a positive verifica-
tion of proper input. Common data errors such as not specifying "T" or
blank card delimiters are easily detected since the reader will continue to
read cards until it encounters one of these. The print subsequently appears
as continuous data reflection of all the cards under the original command
name, thus providing a quick and positive data check. Scalar data is stored
in the arrays RARRAY and IARRAY. Print of these data is accessed by inserting
the command ICOND. Figure 4 illustrates the print format. This provides
a quick check of the namelist data specification and program computed
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Solution print may be subdivided into two parts for purposes of discussion.
The first contains header information which includes narrative titles speci-
fying the option being executed. This is followed by a titled table of
parameters as specified in Section IV of the data deck. Figure 5 illustrates
one of the more elaborate tables which includes mean values of various flow
and thermodynamic parameters in four different sets of units. Integration
parameters such as x1 station, current integration step size, cumulative
number of passes through the derivative evaluation routine, and number of
print stations are also given to provide information on integration status.
The header section is followed by print of the solution variables at
their current computed values. The variables specified under the IOSAVE
and IOMULT commands in Section IV of the data are printed according to the
digit format specified in NAMEOI parameter NC. Titles for each variable
printed are specifiable under command DESCRIPT-203 and appear as illustrated
in Figure 6. All dependent variables and their derivatives and node specified
solution parameters may be printed in this form.
Geometric form print of solution variables is the default option for print
at each solution print station. This form of print is illustrated in Figure
6 where the airfoil surface is envisioned at the center of the geometry and
the discretization proceeds above and below the surface. A more graphic
example of the usefulness of this option occurs in the potential flow solution
where a two-dimensional finite element grid is required. Figure 7 illustrates
that by geometrically ordering the print, values of potential function at
points of interest with respect to the airfoil are readily identified. In
order to keep this print form within a few pages, however, compression factors
must be applied to the data. These are specified as COMPX and COMPY in NAME02,
and higher numbers provide the most compression. Unfortunately, compression
causes some of the data to be eliminated from the print. The region of maxi-
mum loss is in the highly refined and more interesting portion of the flow-
field. This problem can be overcome, however, by resorting to the more stan-
dard columnar form of print which is accessed by setting NMOUT = 2 in NAMEOI.
In addition to standard print of discrete variables at selected print
intervals, the option exists to print integral solution parameters in the
2DBL and 2DPNS COMOC options at each integration station. This print, as
illustrated in Figure 8, provides an indication of solution progress between
print stations. Solution of these parameters must be requested (2-15) under
the LINKCALL command in Section VI of the data deck.
Upon call to QKNINT, a series of prints is initiated. The first, illus-
trated in Figure 9, prints the variable numbers and types in the solution.
If a restart unit is requested, the unit number is printed. The order of
calls for solution process is listed and identified, followed by the vari-
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solution print interval. Following this print, a call to ICOND is initiated
to print the RARRAY and IARRAY scalar lists. This is followed by a node map
print which matches node numbers with their coordinates. A subsequent
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COMOC COMPUTER PROGRAM SYSTEM
General Overview
The COMOC computer program system is rapidly developing into its intended
design state as a general purpose differential equation solver. Present
capabilities include various fluid mechanics solution options (2DBL, 3DBR,
2DNS, 2DPNS, and 2DPF) including various turbulence modeling and thermodynamics
evaluation. The most recent capability combines (2DPF, 2DBL and 2DPNS) into a
coupled weak interaction aerodynamic iterative flow solution sequence. The
program I/O is highly developed and approaching a state of data specified
mathematical operations. The finite element method is utilized as the basic
numerical algorithm, thus providing the ability to easily model general geo-
metric boundaries and allows for simplified boundary condition specification.
The program is written entirely in Fortran and presently consists of
approximately 19000 cards. Array storage is dynamically allocated according to
problem size, making problem size limitation strictly dependent upon the
computer size on which it is run. This section gives a brief description of
the program flow followed by a list defining the subroutines and some of the
more important variables in the program. Finally, some examples of diagnostic
print obrainable by code in Namelist NAME01 are illustrated.
The COMOC macro-structure is illustrated in the flow diagram of figiire
10. Main allocates core for the data arrays. The input module consists of the
sub-routines used to control the program flow and read unformatted data. All
data is read by subroutine REDREL controlled by READER. Command data are
interpreted by BDINPT which is the program director. Interpretation includes
the three categories of program control, integer data and real data. Command
data, therefore, controls the program sequence and directs the filling of
arrays. The LINK name is utilized to perform a sequence of operations which
require several subroutines. This manipulation helps insure that certain in-
ternal operations are performed in the proper sequence at the expense of some
user control. Vector initialization and discretization are user controlled,
but must be performed prior to the integration phase. Integration is initiated
by calling subroutine QKNINT and integration progresses via the integrator
QKNUIN. Derivative vectors to be integrated are formed in DERVBL. The user
has control over the equations evaluated through specification of dependent
variables in the IPINT array and NEQKNN in NAME01. User control of the sub-
routines to be invoked each integration step is exercised under the LINKCALL
command. Output is controlled by sub-routines REOUTP (prints node map) and
FEOUTP (prints data array) which are accessed through calls to LINK2-5 and
LINK2-6 respectively. Execution proceeds until T = TF whence control is
returned BDINPT. Command END is used to terminate a data case and EXIT
terminates execution.
The following pages list and give a brief description of the subroutines













Figure 10 COMOC Macro-Structure
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SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS.
THE FOLLOWING PAGES CCNTAIN A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBROUTINES
IN THE CCCCC CC*fUTF.F PROGRAM.
NANES IN P A R E N T H E S E S INCICATE CALLING ROUTINES.
IF NO NAME IS ENTERED THEM SEVERAL ROUTINES PLACE CALL.
MAIN
THIS IS THE MAIN CONTROL PRCGRAM WHICH INITIALIZES THE RARP.AY,
I A P P A Y AND T|-E IZ ARRAYS TO ZERO.
TO CHANGE THE V A R I A B L E SOTRAGE CAPACITY CF THE IZ ARRAY, RFSET
THE C I N E h S l C N CF '12' 4NC, ACCORDINGLY, THE VALUE OF 'IZSIZE'.
AFTER I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N T I-F CONTROL ROUTINE BDINPT IS CALLED.
ECINPT (MMN)
THIS IS THE CCNTRCL FCITINE WHICH INITIALIZES VECTORS AND CONTROLS
THE FLOW OF THE PROGRAM ACCORDING TO LSER INPUT.
( SEE TABLE I FOR INPUT DESCRIPTION. )
L I N K 1
PLACE CALLS TC THE FCLLOMNG ROUTINES.
2 . N C C c L M
3. GEC. y FL
4 . C E T P P R , GT'JEDG











IF ' IT CIV .GT. 0, WRITE "PLOTS' DATA ON UNIT 'IT08'.
IF RESTART CODE 'NP.TAFE1 IS . GT . 0, WRI T E RESTART DATA ON TAPE 'NRTAPE1
7 . STRF
S. CRHCQL, CPhCNS, CRHOGS
10. T B L I M P
11. C F F P H I
12. H2MIX
13 . X Y C R O M
14 . D S C R T Z
15. T R P T H K
2 1 . P F P M C P '




L I N K 3
F L / i C E C A L L S T C T H E F C L L C U I N G R O U T I N G S .
1. MI).\ORY
2 . R I T E
4. O P C X T 6 , C I N E N &NC S T O R E DEP . V A R . LOCATION L IST IN IZ ( INPINT)
5. LTH
L INK4
PLACE CALLS TO THE FCLLCwING ROUTINES.
9. P C T E N T
LINK5
P L A C E C A L L S TO THE FCLLOUNG ROUTINES.
1. NWGECI "
2. CALL ROUTINES PROP LINK C A L L LIST AT END OF QKNUIN.
3. CFTNIT
5. SCHPRN
6 . SETOI F
A E S A V E
CCMFUTE THF. SUM OF A8SCLOTE VALUES OF A SEQUENCE OF NUMBERS.
ADDDEL ( ELFM, GETP.CO, GETGND, SETUP )
ACD CF DELETE ENTRIES IN AM INTEGER ARRAY DEPENDING DM THE
VALUE CF ' KTYP 1 .
KTYP = 1, CELETE
K T Y F = 2 , ADC
A S M S Q ( S T R F )
E C C L E A N A S S E ^ L ' L Y OF S Q U A R E SYMMETRIC M A T R I X .
ASMVEC
BOOLEAN A S S E M B L Y OF COLU.MN M A T R I X .
A V R G
COMPUTE THE A R I T H M E T I C A V E R A G E OF 'NU fB ' ENTRIES IN AN A R R A Y .
E A N C H O ( S T R F )
S Y M N E T R I C E / 5 N C E C C H C L E S K Y L I N E A R A L G E E R A I C EQUATION SOLVER.
BCCNDT I L INK If 7) )
G R A D I E N T R C U N C / ! R Y C C f v C I T I C N S P E C I F I C AT 1C N ( A 1 , A 3 ) FOR DEP. V A R I A B L E .
-L .23* = USE DUDY FOR A3.
* OR - 4 . 3 2 1 = SET DVDY = - DUDX
BNOSET ( G E T O C D . G E T B K O )
D E T E R M I N E N O C E S TO RE INSERTED INTO BOUNDARY A R R A Y .
C A L O R D IBDINPT)
PRINT C A L L CRDEP OF R O U T I N E S USED FOR V A R I A B L E P A R A M E T E R S .
P R I N T I N T E G R A T I O N V A P U E L E NCS . ANC DEPENDENT V A R I A B L E NOS .
PRINT L I S T OF P A R A M E T E R S TO BE P R I N T E D IN OUTPUT ROUTINE.
C C L S ( C S C P T Z )
C C M P L T E THE NL IMCER CF C C L U f N S , ' L C C L ' , IN THE OUTPUT D I S P L A Y
A N D S E T U P T H E F O L L C W 1 N G A R R A Y ,
I N C C L ( J ) - NC. CF i \CCES IN CCUJfN J.
CCMCC ( B C 1 M P T )
PRINT THE CC, V CC S Y ^ B C L CN TWO P 4 G E S ALONG W I T H ASSOC. T I T L E C A R D S .
C Q N T E S ( L I N K 2 ( ' i ) l
RUNNING Sf*'OOTH C O N T I N U I T Y E Q U A T I O N S O L V E R TO COMPUTE IJ2 UP COLUMNS
CF NCDES A F T E R V S T A R T HAS B E E N P. E A C H EC.
CPIMIT ID IMEN)
C C M F U T E C P I M F AT TS INF.
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DELADD C A O D D E L )
ADD ENTRIES TO AN INTEGER A R R A Y «NSIDE« AT A TIME.
DELELM (DELNOD)
DELETE ENTRIES IN AN INTEGER A R R A Y 'NSIDE' AT A TIME.
DELETE IDSCRT2J
DELETE NODES THAT ARE NOT CONNECTED TO ANY ELEMENTS.
DELNOD (AODDEL)
SET UP CALL TO OELELM AND SUPPRESS ZERO ENTRIES IN A VECTOR.
DERVBL (LINKU8))
FORM THE DERIVATIVE OF THE ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FIRST
ON Ul-VGLOCITY (GLOBAL CONTINUITY) AND OTHER DEPENDENT
V A R I A B L E S INCLUDING SPECIES CONTINUITY, ENERGY, LONGITUDINAL
AND LATERAL MOMENTUM, IF REQUIRED.
DERVDX (CONTES)
3-POINT FORWARD DIFF. FORMULA TO COMPUTE DERIVATIVE IN DOWNSTREAM DIR,
D E S C R P J K A ) JBDINPT)
DPDXTB
COMPUTE DPDX FROM PRESSURE TABLE. OPDX IS CONSTANT OVER INTERVALS.
DFCFBL ( L I N K 2 < 2 ) >
COMPUTE TURBULENT VISCOSITIES FOR DEPENDENT V A R I A B L E S FROM
1. TKE - DISSIPATION EQUATIONS OR
2. MIXING LENGTH THEORY, OR
3. COMBINATION OF BOTH TKE - DISS. AND MLT.
DFCFNS <LINK2(n>
COMPUTE LAMINAR V I S C O S I T Y ACCORDING TO TEMP. AT NODES
USING SUTHERLAND'S LAW.
OIMEN (L INK3UJ)
COMPUTE NON-DIMENSICNALIZING FACTORS USED IN PROGRAM.
DRHOBL ( L I N K 2 ( 9 J )
CALL IF IGAS = 0 IN NAME01
COMPUTES THE TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY USING A SIMPLIFIED
ENERGY EQUATION. ISOENERGETIC MIXING FLOW WITH 2 SPECIES.
ORHOGS 1LINK2{9)J
CALLED IF IGAS = 1 IN NAME01
COMPUTES THE TEMPERATURE, DENSITY AND SPECIFIC HEAT ON A NODAL
B A S I S AS A FUNCTION OF PRESS., EMTH., VEL. AMD SPECIES COMPOSITION.
IF NGETH = 1 IN NAME01, THE FIRST PASS THROUGH THIS ROUTINE
WILL RETURN ENTHALPY WHEN GIVEN THE T O T A L TEMPERATURE AT THE NODES.
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C S C R T Z ( L I N K Z ( U ) I
SET UP S G L U T I C N CGI"ft IN C I S C R E T IZATION.
SET UP SCf iL f . F A C T O R S , G E N E R A T E NCDES AND ELEMENTS, COMPUTE ROW
ANC COLUMN K E Y S FOF SCLUTICN AMD PRINTOUT, AMD S C A L E INPUT
C O O R D I N A T E S 6V REFL. .
The FOLLOWING K E Y W O R D S ARE USED TO T R A N S F E R FLOW -
K E Y W O R D
V X 1 S C L







C C N G









R E 4 C ThE FOLLOWING IN FREE FORMAT
XO - START OF XI G E O M E T R Y .
NDIV1 - MO. OF D IV IS IONS IN F I R S T INT.
XI - XI POS. AT END OF INTERVAL.
PR1 - PROGRESSION R A T I O FOP SPACING.
N-OIV2 - NO. OF OW. IN 2ND INTERVAL.
X2 - X2 POS. AT END OF 2ND INTERVAL.
PR2 - PROG. R A T I O FOR SPACING.
. . . CONTINUE W I T H NOIV3 X3 PR3, ETC.
UNTIL A SCAN DELIMETEP. 'T1 OR A BLANK
C A R C IS EMCOUNTERRED.
SAME AS V X I S C L BUT FOR DIRECTION 2.
FREE A F T E R COL. 8 ON N D E C R O C A R D .
FOP Ml fjQ -1, fl RECTANGULAR GRID IS FORMED
A3
F R E E
F R E E
F R E E
A8
F R C M THE V X I S C L AMD vx2Sci . INPUT.
FOR Nl NE -1, R E A D IN R E C T A N G U L A R MESHES, 4 PER
1 - 8
S F T E R C O L . a
:N CLEM C A R D
i F T S R M 1
S F T E R N2
i - a
C < R D IN FREE FORMAT.
T E R M I N A T E R E A D WITH A BLANK CARD.
NRL, NRU, NCL, NCU
NRL - LCV- IER RGW NUMBER
MRU - UPPER ROvV NUMBER.
NCL - L O W E R COLUMN NUMBER.
NCU - LPPER COLUMN NUMBER.
E . G .
3 8, 1 6
PRODUCES A MESH OF NODES F R G M ROW 3
THRU ROW 8 AND FROM COLUMNS I THRU 6
W I T H S C A L E F A C T O R S GENERATED ACCORDINGLY.
C E N E R A T E ELEMENTS FROM RECTANGULAR MESH.
+ 1 = *CC ELEMENTS IN EL EM.
-1 = DELETE- ELEMENTS IN ELEM.
TURN DIAGONALS BELOW ROW N3.
S C A L E X1COR BY X SCALE
S C A L E X 2 C O R 13Y Y S C A L E AND RETURN.
ANY CTHER K S Y W G R C E N C C U N T E R R E O W I L L C A U S E A RETURN f-ROM DSCRTZ.
* * * NOTE => * * V X I S C L IS O P T I O N A L FOR ID ELEMENTS.
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DUDY 1HLFLXS)
THREE POINT INTEGRATION FORMULA FOR COMPUTING OUDY.
ELEM (DSCRTZ)
GENERATE ELEMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF NODE COORDINATE INPUT.
USED PRIMARILY FOR A RECTANGUALR DOMAIN.
ELKEY2 (L7HJ
GENERATE KEYS CORRELATING ELEMENT DOF TO. SYSTEM DOF-
FEOIMN (BOINPT)
SET UP DIMENSIONS OF VARIABLE LENGTH ARRAYS USED IN THE
SYSTEM. FINOS LOCATIONS OF OUTPUT ARRAYS FOR 'FEOUTP'.
IF «KDUMPV= 1, PRINT LOCATION OF ENTRY POINTS IN 'll> ARRAY.
FENAME (BOINPTJ
THIS ROUTINE CONTAINS A LIST OF ALL EGUIVALENCED VARIABLES
IN THE I ARRAY AND RARRAY VECTORS.
MOST DEFAULT VALUES ARE ALSO SET IN THIS ROUTINE.
CALL NMELST TO READ IN NAME01 AND NAME02 NAMELISTS.
FEPLOT (STOUT1)
GENERATE DATA TO BE USED FOR PLOT PACKAGES.
FINDBE (BOINPTJ
DETERMINE A SERIES OF BOUNDARY ELEMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF
INPUTING BOUNDARY NODES IN COUNTER-CLOCKWISE ORDER.
ON FIRST PASS, IF IBORD IS READ, FIND BORDER ELEMENTS
AND REORDER NODES SO THAT FIRST TWO ARE ON THE BOUNDARY.
GENOA
EXTRACT AN ELEMENT VECTOR FROM A GLOBAL VECTOR USING THE ELEMENT
CONNECTION TABLE •IMODE1.
CEOMDR JGEOMFL)
COMPUTE ENTRIES FOR BUZ AND B113 MATRICES.
GEOMFL (LINK113))
GENERATE THE UNIQUE ELEMENT MATRICES AND VECTORS.
SET UP THICKNESS VECTOR ITK.
GENERATE LENGTH * THICKNESS ARRAY IXIP2.
GENERATE AREA * THICKNESS ARRAY IAREA.
GENERATE 8112 MATRIX.
GENERATE 8113 MATRIX.
IF KODG .GT. 0, PRINT ELEMENT NO., NODES OF ELEMENT AND
COORDINATES OF NODES FOR ELEMENTS FROM '1BOT1 TO »ITOP f.
AFTER THE ELEMENT LOOP IS COMPLETED, PRINT THE VECTORS AND MATRICES
THAT WERE GENERATED IN THE ELEMENT LOOP.
GETADO 1FEOIMNj
ISM 360 ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE ROUTINE TO GET MACHINE ADDRESS OF VARIABLE.
GETALC (XYCRDMJ
COMPUTE 'ALC« AS THE SHORTEST SIDE OF ALL THE ELEMENTS IF IT IS
NOT READ IN NAME02.
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GETBCO 1BDINPT)
INPUT IS SIMILAR TO GETBNO EXCEPT THERE IS ONLY ONE BLOCK PER CARD -
KEYWORD































SAME DEF. AS IN GETBND.
DESCRIPTION
SAME AS KODE1 IN GETBND.
SAME AS KOOE2 IN GETBND.
SAME AS KODE3 IN GETBND.
VALUE OF Al FOR THIS BOUNDARY.
R A R R A Y MULT. FOR Al.
VALUE FOR A3 BOUNDARY CONDITION.
R A R R A Y MULT. FOR A3.
+ MA1 = MULTIPLY BY R A R R A Y ( M A l )
-MAI = DIVIDE BY R A R R A Y ( M A l )
GETBCM (GETBCO)
EXTRACT BOUNDARY CONDITION VECTORS FROM INPUT DATA.
GFTBNO 4BDINPTJ
ESTABLISHES THE BOUNDARY NODE VECTOR FOR EACH DEP. VAR. USING
EITHER THE WORD «ADD' OR SIMPLE GEOMETRY OF THE PROBLEM WITH THE
FOLLOWING KEYWORDS AND CODES -
EACH CARD IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR IDENTICAL BLOCKS OF 20 COLUMNS EACH.
ALL BLOCKS ARE OF THE SAME FROMAT SO THAT A
DESCRIPTION OF ONE BLOCK ONLY ULL BE GIVEN.









































ACROSS TOP FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.
ACROSS TOP FROM RIGHT TO LEFT.
ACROSS BOTTOM FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.
ACROSS BOTTOM FROM RIGHT TO LEFT.
UP RIGHT HAND SIDE.
DOWN RIGHT HAND SIDE.
UP LEFT HAND SIDE.
DOWN LEFT HAND SIDE.
IGNORE BLOCK.
CALL ADDDF.L TO INSERT ENTRIES.
IGNORE BLOCK COLS. 9 - 20.
CALL ADDDEL TO DELETE ENTRIES.
IGNORE BLOCK COLS. 9 - 20.
LEAVE ROUTINE.
FOR THE FOLLOWING KEYWORDS, THE THREE CODES (WE'LL CALL THEM
KODE1, KODE2 AND KODE3 FOR CONVENIENCE) WILL DETERMINE WHICH














ROW OR COLUMN DI SPLACEMENT FROM
EDGE BEING DESCRIBED (DCF. = 0).
POS. IN LINE TO START (DEF. = FIRST).
POS. IN LINE TO END (DEF. = LAST ).
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GETFSL 1DFCFBL.TRBTHK)
FIND BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS, DELTAt AND NODE AT WHICH IT OCCURS.
GETINO (GEOMFL)
EXTRACT NODE INDICES FOR ELEMENT BEING PROCESSED.
GETPPR JLINKU5I)
TABLE LOOK-UP OF PRESSURE AND OPDX AS FUNCTION OF DOWNSTREAM STATION.
GMADD
GENERAL MATRIX ADDITION. C = A + B
GPAHFT I THERMO)
MULTIPLE SPECIES THERMODYNAMICS.
IF NGETH .GT. 0. COMPUTE ENTHALPY DISTRIBUTION FROM TOTAL TEMP.
IF NGETH .LE. 0, COMPUTE TEMPERATURE, DENSITY, SPECIFIC HEAT
AND MACH NO. AS FUNCTION OF PRESSURE, ENTHALPY AND SPECIES COMP.
H2MIX (LINK2U2))
COMPUTE THE MIXING EFFICIENCY HRSDOT AND THE MASS FLOW HOOT.
ICOND IBDINPTJ




COMPUTE VECTOR SUBSCRIPT FOR AN ELEMENT IN A MATRIX OF
SPECIFIED STORAGE MODE.
LOCATE




GENERATE A LEAST SQUARES FIT THRU A SERIES OF POINTS.
L7H (LINK3(5>)
COMPUTE ELEMENT LINKING KEYS FOR SOLVER ROUTINE BANCHO.
MATSUM
COMPUTE All) = 8(1) * COEF * CU), I = 1, N
MINMAX (DSCRTZ,ORDER,SETSCL)
COMPUTE THE MINIMUM «MN' AND MAXIMUM « M X » ENTRIES IN AN ARRAY
AT LOCATIONS 'IMN' AND 'I MX• IN THE ARRAY,
M1SDIV <CONTES)
POLYNOMIAL FIT THRU «NPT« POINTS OF THE M-TH ORDER.
NPT MUST BE AN ODD NUMBER.
MNMX (EL EM)
FROM AN INTEGER VECTOR INA CONTAINING NN ENTRIES, STORE THE FOLLOWING
LOW - POSITION IN MNA 1 OF MINIMUM.
LHI - POSITION IN « I N A « OF MAXIMUM.
MN - MINIMUM VALUE IN MNA'.
MX - MAXIMUM VALUE IN •INA•
MPRD
MULTIPLY TWO MATRICES AND STORE IN RESULTANT MATRIX.
C = A * B
MTRA i GEOMF.L)
FIND THE TRANSPOSE OF A GENERAL MATRIX. T = A TRANSPOSE.
NBNDRY (LINK3I1))
THE VALUE OF 'NBSET* DETERMINES THE OPERATION OF THIS ROUTINE,
NBSET = 1. SET UP INTEGRATION NODES AND STORE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
INTO 'YY« VECTOR.




GENERATE NODE COORDINATES FROM SUPER ELEMENT INPUT DATA.
NMELST (RENAME, BDINPT)
READ NAMELISTS NAME01 AND NAME02.
NAME01 = INTEGER INPUT.
NAME02 = REAL INPUT.
NODELM (LINKK2I)
SET UP THE ARRAYS 'IELS« AND «I£ L E M « TO STORE THE NUMBER OF
ELEMENTS PER NODE AND A LIST OF ELEMENTS CONNECTED TO EACH NODE.
ALSO AVTHK AND AVAREA
NWGEOM (LINKSmi
COMPUTE H21, G22, G23 AND Fl FOR VARIABLE GEOMETRY PROBLEM.
ORDER (COLS,ROWS,XYSCAL)
ORDER 3 ARRAYS ACCORDING TO THEIR XI AND X2 COORDINATES.
THE THIRD ARRAY WILL CONTAIN THEIR ARRAY LOCATIONS.
OUTNOD
PRINT AN INTEGER ARRAY ALONG WITH A 32 CHARACTER TITLE.
OUTPG JGEOMFL)
PRINT THE ELEMENT NO. AND NODE CONNECTIONS AND NODE
COORDINATES FROM THE GEOMETRY ROUTINE 'GEOMFL'.
OUTVEC
PRINT A REAL ARRAY ALONG WITH A 32 CHARACTER TITLE.
PBLANK (REOUTP)
INSERT BLANKS IN THE OUTPUT VECTOR «P'.
PFRMCP <LINK212D)
COMPUTE PRESSURE TABLE AND DPDX TABLE FROM CP INPUT.
PLILNK (REOUTPJ
CONVERT A FLOATING POINT NUMBER INTO 'A' FORMAT.
POLY JMISDIV)
FUNCTION TO GENERATE COEFFICIENTS CII) IN Y = CU) * X-**M
PR INT A
PRINT A LIST OF REAL NUMBERS IN 'A' FORMAT.
PRATIO 1DSCRTZ)
COMPUTE NODES USING PROGRESSION RATIO AND END POINTS.
PRSGRD
COMPUTE AXIAL PRESSURE GRADIENT.
OKNINT (3DINPT)
INTEGRATION CONTROL ROUTINE TO TRANSFER CALL TO OUTPUT
PACKAGE AT PRINT STATIONS.
OKNUIN ILINK412))
INITIALIZE INTEGRATION CONSTANTS DURING FIRST PASS.
COMPUTE STEP SIZE AND NEW VALUE OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES.
COMPUTE UPDATED PARAMETERS BASED ON UPDATED VALUES OF DEP. VAR.
OMCONC
COMPUTE A ROUGH APPROXIMATION OF THE AREA OF SPECIES
CONCENTRATION AND THE MASS DEFECT XMSDF = ROUALC * JAREA-XSUM),
WHERE XSUM = AMOUNT OF SPECIES PRESENT.
READER
READ INFORMATION fROM SPECIFIED INPUT UNIT.
REAOV1
READ FROM INPUT UNIT ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING FORMAT,
COL. 1 - 8, A8





SCAN AN 80 CHARACTER CARD IMAGE AND CONVERT THE INFORMATION THEREON
INTO REAL OR INTEGER NUMBERS ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING FORMATf
DELIMETERS ARE BLANKSf COMMAS OR COLUMN 80.
INTEGERS CONTAIN NO DECIMAL POINTS
REALS CONTAIN DECIMAL POINT AND MAY BE «E« FORMAT
IF A 'C* APPEARS ON A CARD, THE FOLLOWING CARD IS CONSIDERED A
CONTINUATION CARD
SCAN TERMINATES WITH A »T' OR A BLANK CARD.
A VALUE MAY BE REPEATED, SUCH AS 20*5.0 MEANS A SERIES OF 20 5.0
AN ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION MAY BE INPUT,
5*1-2.0 3.0 MEANS 3.0 1.0 -1.0 -3.0 -5.0
A GROUP OF NUMBERS MAY BE REPEATED
4« 2.5 5 1.02 -1.2E-5 MEANS
2.5 5 1.02 -1.2E-5, 2.5 5 1.02 -1.2E-5,
2.5 5 1.02 -1.2E-5, 2.5 5 1.02 -1.2E-5,
REORDR (FINOBE)
REORDER THE NODES OF AN ELEMENT SO THAT THE FIRST TWO WILL BE
BOUNDARY NODE SPECIFICATION IN THE 'I80RO' VECTOR MUST BE
COUNTER-CLOCKWISE.
REOUTP (LINK215))
PRINT THE ARRAY GEOMETRY AND NODE NUMBERS IN A PATTERN THAT
RESEMBLES PROBLEM GEOMETRY.
(FEOUTP) JLrNK2(6J) FECUTP IS AN ENTRY POINT IN REOUTP.
PRINT OUTPUT PARAMETERS IN A PATTERN THAT RESEMBLES PROBLEM GEOMETRY.
IF MAX. SCALE FACTOR EXCEEDS «NSM' (DEF. = 10), TERMINATE THE PROBLEM.
IF OUTPUT PRINT NO. 'KOUNT', EXCEEDS PRINT LIMIT 'LPRINT' tDEF. = 100)
TERMINATE THE PROBLEM.
RESET
RESET 'NN' ENTRIES OF ARRAY 'A' TO THE VALUE 'V.
RESTOR
REDEFINE A OEP. VARIABLE IF SOME ENTRIES ARE CHANGED
WITHOUT INTEGRATION OR ITERATION.
RITE JLINK3(2)>
COMPUTE • NUMBER = <KEY-1)*10 + NMB ',
GO TO STATEMENT ACCORDING TO VALUE OF 'NUMBER'.
IF 'NUMBER' IS OUT OF RANGE, WRITE TITLE INFORMATION.
ROWS (DSCRTZ)
COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF ROWS, 'KROW•, IN THE OUTPUT DISPLAY
AND SET UP THE FOLLOWING ARRAYS,
INROWtl) - NO. OF NODES IN ROW I.
INDRWJI) - COLUMN NUMBERS OF NODES IN ROW I.
INDEX(J) - ROW NUKBERS OF NODES IN COLUMN J,
NOCOL(I) - STARTING COLUMN NO. FOR ROW I.
RSTRHS (OERV8LJ
FOR 3DBR Ul VELOCITY WITH FIXED WALL, ALLOW FOR TRIANGULAR
NODES WITH ONLY 1 OR 2 ELEMENTS ATTACHED.
SCALEV (FEOUTP)
CALL SCALE ROUTINE FOR UP TO 10 OUTPUT VARIABLES AT A TIME.
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SCHPRN (LINKSIS))
COMPUTE THE SCHMIDT AND PRANDTL NUMBERS ON A NODE BASIS.
SETDER IDERVBL)
COMPUTE 0' = RHS / LHS, I = 1, NNODE
SETDIF {LINK5{6)>
COMPUTE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY FOR DEP. VAR. USING DFCFNS AND DFCFBL.
SETSCL (SCALEV)
SET SCALE FACTOR FOR AN ARRAY OF REAL NUMBERS AND NORMALIZE THE ARRAY.
SETVAL
COMPUTE AU) = B(I) * C + 0
SORT <LINK5(8M
SORT A VECTOR IN ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER.
+NN = SORT IN ASCENDING ORDER.
-NN = SORT IN DESCENDING ORDER.
STOUT1 (FEOUTP)
DIMENSIONALIZE OUTPUT VARIABLES FOR DISPLAY PURPOSES.
STRF (LINK2(7)J
IMPLICIT EQUATION SOLVER SETUP ROUTINE.
SUMKEY JL7HJ
SET UP NODE KEYS FOR EQUATION SOLVER BANCHO.
SUTHLD (DIMENJ
COMPUTE VISCOSITY USING SUTHERLAND'S VISCOSITY LAW FOR AIR.
TAUW (WLFLXS)
COMPUTE SKIN FRICTION USING PATANKER AND SPALDING OR LUDWIEG - TILLMAN.
THERMO IDRHOGS)
INITIATE CALL TO GPAHFT.
TRBTHK JLINK2J15JJ
COMPUTE AND PRINT INTEGRAL PARAMETERS.
IF 'ITDA' .GT. 0. WRITE PLOT TAPE FOR INTEGRAL PARAMETERS.
VARMAX (FEDIMN.FEPLOT)
FOR +NN, FIND MAXIMUM VALUE IN VECTOR,
FOR -NN, FIND MINIMUM VALUE IN VECTOR.
VECFUL IDERVBL)
MULTIPLY A FULL HYPERMATRIX BY A VECTOR OF LENGTH NN.
VECMAT IDERVBL)
MULTIPLY A XYMMETRIC HYPERMATRIX BY A VECTOR OF LENGTH NN.
VECTA
BOOLEAN ASSEMBLY OF AN ELEMENT VECTOR INTO A GLOBAL VECTOR
USING INTEGRATION NODE SEQUENCE.
VHOLES (LINK2(2^J)
TRANSVERSE VELOCITY AND/OR SPECIES INJECTION THROUGH A POROUS WALL.
ITRANSIENT BOUNDARY CONDITION).
WLFLXS (LINK2(3)J
COMPUTE THE SKIN FRICTION DISTRIBUTION AND HEAT TRANSFER
DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE WALL.
XYCRDM ILINK2U3))
GENERATE VECTORS FOR GRID OUTPUT ROWS AND COLUMNS.
SCALE COORDINATES WHEN RUNNING VARIABLE GEOMETRY.
XYSCAL IDSCRTZ)
COMPRESS A VECTOR OF NUMBERS 'XI1 BY SCALE FACTOR 'SCFT*.
FIND ' XYD = MAX(Xl) - MIN<X1) * SCFT '
IF TWO ADJACENT POINTS OF ARRAY «X1' ARE WITHIN 'XYD' OF EACH
OTHERt SET THE UPPER VALUE EQUAL TO THE LOWER VALUE.
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AIRFOIL GENERATOR AND INITIALIZER.
THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE USED TC.GENERATE AIRFOIL
DISCRETIZATION ANC INITIALIZATION FOR POTENTIAL SOLUTION.
AFSI-P ( S H A P E )
U S E R S U B R O U T I N E TO C E F 1 N E A I P F C I L C O O R D I N A T E S . ( JSHP = 1 IN N A M E O L )
A I P F G I L T H I C K N E S S A.NC ANGLE OF A T T A C K M U S T BE S P E C I F I E D IN NAME02.
A R F C I L ( S Y N E L M )
DEFINES S U D P E G I C N C A T A F O R P O T E N T I A L FLOW C A L C U L A T I O N A N D MODIFIES
G R A D I E N T BOUNDARY C O N C I T I C N S ALONG THE A IRFOIL SURFACE FOR
A N G L E CF A T T A C K .
8ND ( R E F I N E )
A P P L I E S B C U N C A R Y C C N C I T I C N S TO R E F I N E C GRID BOUNDARIES.
C A P P Y ( R E F I N E )
E X T R A C T S C O O R D I N A T E A N C P A R A M E T E R C A T A F O R A PARTICULAR
SUBREGICN F P C M S U B R E G I C f o D A T A .
CPFPH (L INK2111M
C O M P U T E S P R E S S U R E C O E F F I C I E N T ALONG V I S C O U S BOUNDARY FROM A GIVEN
P O T E N T I A L S O L U T I O N .
ElKEY ( R E F IKE )
G E N E R A T E S R E F I N E D GRID F I M T E ELEMENT CONNECTION DATA.
ELLIPS ( / P F G I L )
G E N E R A T E S S U E R E G I G N C ^ T A C V E P R E G U L A R A N C DEFORMED E L L I P T I C A L SHAPES.
EXTPCT ( R E F I N E )
E X T R A C T S R E F I N E D G R I C F I N I T E ELEMENT C A T A FROM RF.FINEO NOOA.L D A T A .
E X T I D (3ND)
S A M E A S E X T P . C T . 6 U T F G S S C U ^ C A R Y F I N I T E CLEMENTS.
GRDPHI ( A P F C I L )
COMPUTES GRADIENT B C L N C A R Y C C N C I T I C N S ALCNG AN SIRFOIL SURFACE.
f A X A R A I E I K E Y )
D E T E R M I N E S M A X I M U M A R E f OF A T R I A N G U L A R FINITE ELEMENT PAIR.
POTENT ( L T N K K 9 1 )
S E T S UP T P M P C R A P Y S T O R A G E L O C A T I O N S IN IZ A R R A Y FOR POTENTIAL FLOW.
GUACR ( R E F I N E )
P E R F O R M S • E I - C U A C R A T 1C T R A N S F O R M A T I O N CF Q U A D R I L A T E R A L
SUBREGIGN C A T A A N D G E N E R A T E S R E F I N E D GRID D A T A .
REFINE I A P F C I L )
P E R F O R M S G P T D REFINENEM C V E « T W C - C I M E N S ICNAL SOLUTION DOMAIN.
S E L O N C ( P E F I N E )
R E N U M B E R S T H E S U E R E G I C N C E N E R A T E D B C U N C A R Y GRIDPOINTS.
SEL INK ( P E F I N E )
FORMS S U E R E G I C N CCNNECTICM TABLE.
S E T O S N ( R E F I N E )
PERFORMS S U B R E G I Q M ELEMENT TO SUEREGIC-N NODE D A T A TRANSFER.
S H A P E ( A P F C I L )
G E N E R A T E S SUBREGION C O O R D I N A T E S F O R S E L E C T E D A I R F O I L SHAPE.
SYMELM ( P O T E N T )
S E T S UP C A L L TC A I R F O I L C I S C P E T I Z F . R ' 4 R F C I L 1 ANC S T O R E S OUTPUT
T0 BE USED FOP, P O T E N T I A L S O L U T I O N .
T R I A N G ( R E F I N E )
P E R F O R M S Q U A D R A T I C T R A N S F O R M A T I O N CF T R I A N G U L A R SUOP.EGION DATA
A N C G E N E R A T E S R E F I N E C G R I D D A T A .
X C O Q R C ( R E F I N E )
TRANSFORMS S U t - ^ E G I C N C O O R D I N A T E S T O R E C T A N G U L A R C A R T E S I A N .
52
TURBULENT INTEC-R/L ECUNCARY LAYER SOLUTION.
THE FCLLOWING SUBROUTINES 'RE USF.C TC COMPUTE UPPER AND LOWER


































THE FCLLCWING TS A F / R T I A L LIST OF ENTRIES IN THE IARRAY VECTOR
WHICH CONTAINS INTEGER PARAMETERS THAT ARE USED TO
CCNTFOL PROGRAM FLCW. NOT ALL ENTRIES ARE LISTED SINCE SOME
OF THEf DC NCT PF.PTAIN TO THE FPOGLEM CLASS IN THIS DOCUMENT.
I A R P A Y
ENTRY


































I B A S E
I B C
I P I C P V
I B L
I B O T
I C I A G L
I D I F P . T
I S X T
I F O P C E
IFP
I F S L
I F S L T
I G A S
I M A X
IM IN
I M T C N
I P A S S
I P H I
I F H I P
I P " I N T
I P T S P L
I P W P I T
I 3 END
[ R O W
I RUN
I S I O E
I T C A
I TCB
I T O P
I T K E
I T W A L L
I V Y Y
I W R I T
S T A R T I N G LCCMICN IN I A R R A Y C O N T A I N I N G LENGTHS OF VECTORS
T O B E A C C E C .
B A S E NC. FCR IZ E N T R I E S . 200
NUMBER OF B O U N D A R Y C C N D I T I C N T Y P E S .
COCE T O A L L C C A T E S T O R A G E F C R BI -DIRECTIONAL D E R I V A T I V E .
1 = R O U M C A R Y L A Y E R P P C G P A M , 1
0 = 2 -C N A V I E P S T O K E S P R O G R A M .
S T A R T I N G E L E M E N T NC. FCR C E E U G PRINT IN DERVBL, GEOMFL AND S T R F .
1 = REMOVE O I A G C i M A L S FROM D I S C R E T I Z A T I O N PLOT.
NO. GF TIMF.S TC FPIKT INTER. CUTPUT IN W L F L X S AND PRSGRD.
NO. OF E X T R A V E C T O R S TO BE A D D E D TO IZ ARRAY.
1 = RE , *C X C O P ANC YCOR IN 2E15 .5 FORMAT IN SETUP.
I = FPOZC :N C A L C L L A T I C M IN THEHNG.
0 = N C N - F R C Z E N C A L C . IN THERMO.
WHEN ITKF. = 1, THE F C L L C W I N G C C N C I T I O M S APPLY ,
0 = I N T E G R A T E TKc AMD D I S S I P A T I O N .
1 = I N T E G R A T E TKE ANC USE M I X I N G LENGTH FOR LENGTH CONSTANT.
2 = I N T E G R A T E TK^ AND USE FREE S H E A R L A Y E R FOR DISS. LENGTH.
T E M P O R A R Y S T C F A C E OF IFSL FOP. CALL TO GETFSL.
I = C A L L C P H C G S .
0 = C A L L DPHCSL.
NOCE A T S H I C H E O U N C A R Y L A Y E R T H I C K N E S S IS FOUND.
S W I T C H IN C K N L I N WHEN HMIN IS SET.
I N I T I A L I Z E ? IN C C N T 5 S .
N O . O F C A L L S T C D E P I V .
1 = E X E C U T E P O T E N T I A L SOLUT ION.
1 = P P I N T C R C S S F L O W T H I C K N E S S E S IN 8LTINT.
1 = USE P A T A N K F R ANC S P A L O I N G ' S FOR TAU W A L L .
0 - USE L L C M I F G - TUI_ i vAN FCR TAU W A L L .
C O C E IN S T R F FCR I N T E R M E D I A T E OUTPUT.
END ° O S I T ! C N : IN ' I Z 1 A P R / Y .
1 OR 2 = I N D E X FCR P R E S E N T OR P A S T VALUE OF DEP. V A R . I
P R O P L E f NC. E E I N G RUN. ( U S U A L L Y ONLY 1 )
'FR FLE ' 'ENT.
TO STORE INT. PAR. DATA FOR PLOTTING.
TC STOPE 'PLOTS' DATA FOR PLOTTING.
CCLNTER FOR ELEMENTS.
0 = CC NCT INTEGRATE TKE - CISS. EONS.
1 = USE TKE - DISS. TO CC.WPLTE TURBULENT VISCOSITY.
1 = USE OUCY FQP TAU WALL.
DEPENDENT VAP. FOP WHICH TC CALL DPSISO.
CERUG PRINT FLAG IN OFCFPL, CCNTES AND WLFLXS.
OF 5ICES /
UNIT NO. CN hHICH
























STARTING LCCAT1CN GF ACCRESSES IN IZ ARRAY TO BE ZEROED OUT.
NUMBER OF IZ ADDRESSES TC BE ZEROED OUT.
MX Il» 1.11* Clf-ENSICN OF IZ VECTOR.
STARTING LCCATICN IN IZ A R R A Y hHERE NEW VECTORS
ARE TO BE ADDED.
KEYS FOP IKPUT COCRCINATE SYSTEM.
1 = K 4 R M A N - T P E F F T Z C L A S S A I R F C I L .
2 = CALL A F S h F ( USER S U P P L t F C SUBROUTINE TO SPECITY
A I R F C I L C C C F C I N A T E S .
I = R E S E T N L 1 N E TO 50 ANC DUMP KODE TO 2.
PRINT INPLT C A R D S AND DATA GENERATED IN 3DINPT.
INTEGRATE T E C h M C U E . 1
1 = M A X I M U M A B S O L U T E S T A B I L I T Y .
2 = NAXI^UN FEL.*TIVE STABILITY.
3 = FU'LEP INTEGRATION.
FLUX BOUNDARY CODE USED IN WLFLXS.
KIND CF ELEMENT. ( USED IN L7h). 4
IF NO PRINT IN KNTPAS TIMES THPU QKNUIN, THEN FORCE PRINT. 99
PRINT GECf'ETPY CUT PUT IF .NE. 0.
PRINT INTER. CERIV OUTPUT KCD5 TIMES.
RU N N I N G CCUNT CF OUTPUT. ( LIMITED BY LPRINT.)
LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER CN KHI CH TC STCRE PLOT DATA.
NO. TF V A R I A B L E S TQ BE PLOTTED OR PUNCHED. 10
PP.INT CPTICN 1 SET CURING EXECUTION.)
0 = NO CALL TC FEOUTP FRCM QKNIMT.
1 = CALL FEOLTP FROM OKMINT.
NO. OF i?CV>5 IN DI SCP.5TIZATICN. 100
PLOT TAPE N'O. SAVED IN QKNINT.












NC. CF CCLU^NS IN DISCRETIZATION. 20
IF .NE. 0 CN INPUT, THEN CNTPTS AND CNTNOS ARE
TO GE READ IN.
N.H. CF CCLS. IN SCLUTICN FIELC.
NO. OF CONTOURS FOR WHICH TO COMPUTE MIX. LENGTH TURB. VISC.
INTERVAL NC . FCUNC IN LOCK SUBROUTINE.
PRINTOUT \,t>R . KCDE USED IN STCUTl.
USE L A M I N A R VISCOSITY UELQVv LOWD AND HUT FROM LOWD ON. 2
LIfIT CN CLTFUT CCUMT. 100
OF PIGt-T HA.NC SIDES TO SOLVE FOR IN STRF. I
CODE TO ALLCCATf CORE FOR f-ULTIPLE RIGHT HAND SIDES IN STRF
CCNVERGEMCE SWITCH USED IN QKNUIN.
NO. CF PASSES TC USE IN FECUTP. (PROGRAM SET)
256 NAFTP - N U N O E R CF CAT* POINTS SPECIFIED ALONG ONE AIRFOIL SURFACE.
23 NB - N'O. OF CHAP. IN EACH WCRO CF CUTPUT VAR. TITLE. 4
170 N8C - MAX. NO. OF FCUNCARY COMD . PQR ANY ONE DEP . VAR.
131 NBOPD - NO. CF NODES APCUND RCRCEP. CF C I SCRST IZAT I ON.
69 N3SET - 1 = STORE CEP. VAR I A B L E INTO YY ARRAY.
0 = STORE YY ENTRY INTO DEP. V A R I A B L E VECTOR.





173 N C C N C C -
174 NCCi"TO -
59 N C P T A E -
1 ND
51 NC8L









43 NEC dCC -
-
58 NEQKN.N -




2 5 8 N F X
130 N ' G E T h -
54 NHHALF -























18 N P A R T -
NC. OF C H A R A C T E R S IN OUTPUT FORMAT. 8
MO. OF R O U T I N E S TC C A L L AT END OF QKNUIN. 10
NC. CF C £ F C KMC IN FOR COfOC TITLE PAGE.
NO. OF C A R D S R E A D IN FOR T I T L E INFORMATION.
NO. OF E N T R I E S IN S P E C I F I C H 5 A T TABLE. 1
IN'ITI * L I Z A T I C N P A R A M E T E R IN C F C F N S .
CKNUIN C O C E TO DETERMINE MINIMUM STEP S IZE .
2 = C A L L D E R V E L . I
CORE A L L O C A T I C N F O R D E L T A S T A R SUBROUTINES.
NC. OF C F . G R E E S OF F R E E D O M . ( USED IN L 7H ) 1
S P A C E A L L C C A T I C N IN INRINT VECTOR. 7
1 = P R I N T CUTPUT FROM P R S G R O BLT DO NOT USE IT IN SOLUTION.
NO. GF C F T X ' S IN F P R I M E T A B L E . 4
NUMBER OF E L E M E N T S IN S C L U T I C N .
S T / R T I N G L C C . P A R . IN F E C I M N .
NO. CF V 4 P I J E L E S TC BE S C L V E D . 5
NO. OF S C N S . TO ADD AFTER TKE - DISS. STARTUP.
E.G. -2 = C E L A Y INT. TKE ANC C ISS . UNTIL C4EDSW IS SATISFIED
•MO. OF D^P. V A R . TO BE INTEG. IN QKNUIN. 1
NO. PF B C U N C J F NODES IN JSCL'NO V E C T O R . ( FROM L 7H )
0 = 00 NGT L SE F IX ING LENGTH THEORY FOR DIFF. COEF.
1 = USc ^LT FCR SOLUTION OF DIFF. COEF.
2 = D E L A Y L S I N G MLT UNTIL F I E 2 S W IS S A T I S F I E D .
NO. OF ' M E 1 B Y T E W O R D S IN T I T L E FOR EACH DEP. V A R . 4
N U M B E R C F FLUX ( A 3 ) B O U N C A R Y CONDIT IONS.
NUMBER OF F I X E C NiCOES.
COUNTER IN C P I - C G S TO [NIT. V A R I A B L E S IN G A S . 1
NT. OF D F C R F / 5 E S IN S T f p S I 2 F IN QKNUIN.
NC. Of I N C R E A S E S - IN STPp S I Z E IN CKNUIN.
S T A R T I N G L C C . I N CEP. V A R . M A T R I X F O R THIS V A R I A B L E .
FEDIMN D I S P L A C E M E N T CCUN'TEP.
NO. CF IZ FN ' T PY POINTS T H A T CAN BE STORED. 400
S T A R T I N G L C C . I N Y Y M A T R I X F O R CEP. V A R .
MO. OF X, 1 C O O R D I N A T E S T E S C R I B I N G L O W E R SURFACE IN BLTINT.
LINE C C U N T C L T F U T C C N T P C L . 60
T Y P E OF E L E M E N T S IN S O L U T I C N . 3
2 = L I N E ( C N E - C I M E N S IONAL ) .
3 = T R I A N G L E ( T kQ -C I VENS ICNA L ) .
NO. OF V A R I A B L E S TO PE P R I N T E D . 30
A L L C W F X T R / : S T C R A G E I N r z ( 7 i i A N D i z < 7 2 )
LENGTH OF I Z ( 7 1 ) = M A X I M U M ( NODE, NEQ*NM*NHOL )
L E N G T H OF I Z ( 7 2 ) = M A X I M U M 1 NODE, NEO*NiMOL)
3 = PR INT O L 1 P L T IN G E O M E T R Y FCRN. I
2 = PP<IcNT OUTPUT IN NODE HO. SEQUENCE.
NUMBER CF N C T . E S IN S C L U T I C N .
V A R I A S L E n If'EN-S ICNING P A R A M E T E R IN FEOIMN. 100
MODE NO. AT V v f - I C H DP. HOGS fS CCivPUTING.
NC. OF EGUiT ICN BEING S O t V E D FOR DEP. VAR. 'NP1 .
N C . N - C C N V C P C E N C E C C C E IN GiS.
N3. OF S C A L A P S TO PRINT IN O U T P U T . 60
V E C T C P FOP S T C R A G E GF C / C X IN C P S I S Q .
V F C T C R FOR S T O R A G E OF D / O Y IN C F S I S G .
C E P . V i R I A E L E C E I N G S O L V E C A T THIS TIME.-.




























































84 N V A R C













OF PRUT F C S I T I C N S ON A L I N E CF OUTPUT. 132
CF B C U N C ^ O Y NODES FOR V A R . ENTERING STRF.
CF P C 1 M S C E G . CF F P E E C O C . ( JOCUND P A R . )
OF PCIN'TS ELEMENT. ( L 7 H ) 3




S T A R T U P





SET  IN DIMEN.
NO. OF O R E S S L R E S IN P VS X T A B L E .
ISO. CF P C I N T S / ELEMENT. ( L 7 H )
DEP. V A P . AISC C E R I V A T I V E A L T E R N A T O R I N
L O G I C A L T A P E NC. TO READ R E S T A R T CONO. IN •BDINPT ' .
LOGICAL T A P E NC. TC STCPE R E S T A R T CONO. IN 'LINK2'
GENERAL DUfMV P A R A M E T E R .
NO. OF SUPER E L E M E N T S IN A IRFOI .
R E S E T CONDIT ION F L A G IN 'F IND8E' .
NO. OP G O U N C ^ R Y LOG. / DEP. V A R . NODE
STOP P F O G f A f IF O L T P L T E X P . IS .GT. NSM. 10
NO. OF SUP-E3 MOOES IN A I R F O I L .
NO. CF S P E C I E S IN SOLUTKN. 9
1 = INPUT G E C M E T P Y AND P R E S S U R E DO NOT BEGIN AT STAGNATION
FCIN'T *Nf ENC AT T R A I L I N G EDGE.
S T A R T I N G L C C A T I C N ' IOF CEP. V « R . NCS . FOR S P E C I E S .
NUMBER OF POINTS TO USE FOP COMPUTING DELTA STAR IN BLTINT.
L O G I C A L UNIT N C . C F R E S T A R T T A P E .
S T A R T U P P A R A M E T E R IN C O N T E S .
NO. CF T j T L E C ^ R C S TO BE R E A D IN AND PRINTED AT THE
BEGINNING OF E«CH OUTPUT SET . 10
99999 = CC NCT PRINT I N T E G R A L P A R A M E T E R S IN TRBTHK.
NO. CF INTEGHiL P A R A M E T E R S TO BE COflPUTED. 5
GNLY 5 INT. P A R A M E T E R S ARE COMPUTED, BUT OTHER PARAMETERS
A R E S E T , S U C H A N C T h E T A R E Y N C L D ' S MO., SHAPE FACTOR, ETC.
IF = <5<;T99, DC NOT PRINT I N T E G R A L P A R A M E T E R S B E T W E E N OUTPUTS,
NO. OF X, Z C C C P D I N A T S S D E S C R I B I N G UPPER SURFACE IN BLTINT.
A R R A Y F C R T E f ' C C P A R Y S T O R A G E O F CEP. V A R . I N DPSISQ.
NUMBER OF V A R I A B L E S TO BE D I S T R I B U T E D OVER REFINED GRID.
C C U N T E P L S E C IN S T P F .














CEP. V A R ,
DEP. V A R ,
CEP. VAR
DEP. V A R ,
OF. P. VAP. ,
NO. OF T I N E
NC. CF T I N E
MM**2. LSEC FCR STORING FULL MATRICES.
NM * 2. USED FCR STORING SYMMETRIC MATRICES.




















R A R R A Y
THE FCLLOWING IS A P A R T I A L L I S T OF E N T R I E S IN THE R A R R A Y VECTOR
WHICH C C N T A I N S R E / L P A F A M E T E R S T H A T A R E USED T O
C O N T R O L PROGRAM F L O W . NOT ALL ENTRIES ARE L ISTED SINCE SOME
OF T H E N CC NCT P E R T A I N TO THE PROBLEM C L A S S IN THIS DOCUMENT.






3 7 A R N E W
86 AVD
252 B E T A
209 BLTh
176 C B T C K J
365 CD
3£4 CK
211 C F O V 2
184 C K T K E
83 C C V F X
C O M F Y -







































C 2 T K E
C4EO
C 4 E C S W
DELP
OELSTR
O E L T A 3
778 .28
MIN. SIDE
R E F E R E N C E S P f E C C F SCUNO.
JOULES C O N S T A N T .
C H A R A C T E R I S T I C ELEMENT S I Z E . DEF. =
ANGL = OF A T T A C K .
NEW A R E A C C . V F L - T A T K N IN P R S G R O .
O A V F I N G F A C T C R IN C F C F B L . 25.3
K A R . M A N - T P E F . F T Z C A M B E R A M B L E .
BOUNDARY L A Y E R T H I C K N E S S i D E L T A .
S P E C I F I C H E A T B R I T I S H TC NKS 4.184
TKE - C I S S . CCEF. 0.09
TKE - C I S S . C C E F . 1.0
SKIN F R I C T I O N
TKE - D ISS . C G E F . 0.09
C C V P R F S S I C N F / S C T C R FOR CUTPUT COL. VECTOR
I N D I C A T E S PERCENT OF XI A X I S TO 3E USED TO SHORTEN
S P A C I N G I N T E R V A L S .
C G M P R E S S I C N F f i C T C R FOR C L T P L T ROh V E C T O R .
S A N c
 4 S C C M P X , BUT FOR X2 A X I S .
KARM4iWS C C N . S T A . N T LSEO IN ,"LT IN DFCFOL. .435
IF .GT. 0.0, SET ALL RHO = CGNRHQ.
C O T P U T S C A L E F A C T C P = I .0 / REFL .
ALC / t R E * C F C I N F " X M U I N F )
CCM f TCF INF
S P F C T F I C H E A T OF A IR . 0.24
S P E C I F I C H E A T CF HYDROGEN. 3.445
S P E C I F I C H E A T C C M P U T E D I N CP IN IT .
R E F E R E N C E S P E C I F I C HEAT. 0.24
S P E C . H E A T C C I W . U S E D IN T H E P M O . 4186.0
ENTHALPY C C N V . O S E O IN' THERf 'C. I .0
P R E S S U R E C C N V . U S E C IN T H E R M O . .4725E-3
• D E N S I T Y C C N V . L S E C IN T H E R ^ C . 16.02
T E M P E R A T U R E C C N V . LSED IN THERPO. 1.0
V E L O C I T Y C C N V . U S E C IN THEPCO. 0.3048
TKE - D I S S . C C E F . I.45
TKE - c iss . C C E F . . . o. la
F I X I N G LENGTH M U L T I P L I E R . 0.0007
- TKE - O I S S . S T A R T U P PQSIT ICN IN DFCFDL. 30000.0
P E R C E N T I N T E C V A L F C R P R I . V T C L T .
C I S P L A C E . V E N T T H I C K N E S S .
5MPPGY DIJSIF/UI f .N TH- ICKNESS.
DEF. = 2.0
58
103 DEPLT - PERCENT OF TH TO BE USED FOR PLOTTING S T A T I O N S . 101.0
165 ORTCDK - CEGPEES P A N K I N E TO C E G R F J E S KELVIN 5.0 / 9.0
175 E O T C K J - E N T H A L P Y R R I T I S H TO VKS 2.3244
<30 EKMMF - TKE N'CN-C F A C T C R - UINF**2
204 ENEP. - ENEPGY F^IR V E L O C I T Y .
108 ENMJLT - C I N E N S I C N A L I 2 ING F A C T O R FOR ENERGY.
14 EPS - A C C U R A C Y T E S T B E T W E E N P R E D I C T C P - C C R R E C T O R FORMULAS. 0.01
f!9 E P S I N F - C I S S L . NCN-0 F A C T C R - U1NF**3 / ALC
?5 E P T E S T - Z E R O T E S T FCF D I S S I P A T I O N U S E C IN DERVBL.
68 EP4MO - MULTIPLIER FCR >MDCT IN PRSGRD. i.o.
368 E S C F - S C A L E F A C T O R IN C I S S . LENGTH . .435
145 EIE2SU - S T A T I O N AT khICH TC CHANGE NE1E2 FPCM 2 TO I. 30000.0
1 F A C T
80 F A C T H
59 F A C T N L
79 F A C T P
370 FPCUCI*
U3 FTTOCH
162 F T T C I N











- NON-OIK. F / S C T C P . ( EL = A L C , 20NS = ALC / U IN f )
- ! . ) / ( C P C INF*TOF INF)
- RHCINF * U INF * ALC
- l.C / FAC1PU
- S C A L E F A C T C P U S E C CN FROUOE NO. IN OERVBL.
- FFET TO C E M I N E T E P S . • 30.48
- F E E T TO I N C H E S . 12.0
- FEET TC N E T E R S . 0.3048
- Y-COOROINA1E OF Fl C U P V E .
- L A S T V A L U E CF Fl CURVE.
G P A V I T I A T I C N C O N S T A N T .
F A C T O R US CC IN GAS L A W S .
Z - C C O R O I N A T E CF Gl C U R V E .
L A S T V A L U E OF Gl .
V A R I A B L E G E C N E T P Y F A C T C R .
V A R I A B L E G F . C f ' E T R Y SCALE F A C T O R .
V A R I A B L E F ^ C T C R .




















H M A X
HPIN
hRCCN











C U R R E N T T R I A L S T E P S I Z E
Q M A S S FLOU CCfPL lTED IN
U S E C IN C K N U I N FOR T I M E
F E F . E N T H A L P Y . C O M P U T E D
f A X . S T E P S I Z E A L L O W E D .
MMMjl" I M E C P A T K N S T E P
C O N S T A N T U S E D IM H 2 M I X .
M IX ING E F F I C I E N C Y COMPUTED
C U R R E N T S T E P S I Z E .
S T / R T I N T E G R A T I O N STEP S I Z E
O U T P L T V A R . FCR T I fE S T E P =
GRID G R O W T H S C A L E F A C T O R .
GRID G P C h T H S C A L E F A C T C R .
H2MIX .
S T E P DETERMINATION.
IN CP.HCGS.
DEF. = 0.







* FACT / REFL
F R C G P - A ^ C C N S T A N T
A C C U R A C Y
I .0 / (-2
1.0 /
1.0 / F A C T C R I A L ( N M )





























































P E C C I M
PEDGE
PINF
F N S K G S
P N T E F S
PPRCCN
P P R I M E
PR
PRDIS
P P S C C N
PRTKE
P S F T Q A
P S F T O I
PSFTGN
P S F T G T
P T F M
FTFL
QR
Q 3 M A X
R 0 C C C N









P G C S T




R T C C N 2
RTCCN3
R T C C N 4
S T O C K S




















POUNDS/FT**3 TC G R A M S / C M * * 3
FCUNCS/FT**3 TC KG/M* *3
D I M E N S I O N A L P R E S S U R E = P E O G E * PRSCCN.
N C N - C I M . P R E S S U R E A T P R E S E N T S T A T I O N .
F R E E S T R E A f P R E S S U R E . CEF. = 1ST VALUE
POUNDS / KG.




IN P VS X TABLE
1.0 / 2.2























D I S S I P A T I O N F S A N D T L NUMBER.
RHCING * U INF**2 / G
T K E P R A N C T L NLPBER.
POUNDS/ FT **2 TO PSIA
P C U N r ) S / F T * * 2 TC P C U N C S / 1 N**2
POUNnS/FT**2 TG Nrh TCNS/ ,"**2
PCL iNDS/FT**2 T C T C P P
PRINT TINE P A R A M E T E R IN 'QKNUIN'.
PLCT POINT CEF IMT ICN WHEN S T A T I O N P A S S E S
C Y N A M I C P R E S S L P E R A T I O .
M A X I N U N C C C N C . ECUNC AT PRESENT STATION.
C C N V E R S K N F 4 C T G R R A C I A N S T Q DEGREES.
R A T I O OF no R E M A I N I N G G A S E S WHEN RUNNING
R E Y N O L D ' S NO. RHO JNF*UI NF*ALC/XMUINF
R E F E R E N C E L E N G T H . UINF
R E Y N O L D ' S NO. P A S E O ON R E F L . '
F R E E S T P E A M D E N S I T Y .
RHOINF * UINF
P R C G R A I * C O N S T A N T .











H2, 02 AND N2.
1 .0
-1.0






















XM/i / X^ f - - 1 .0
RHCINF * LINF * ALC**2
CPH / CP4
T H E T A R E Y N C L C ' S MlfBER.
2.') * G * AJ
G A V M A F / 2 .0
R U N I V / XMA
RTCCN'2 * XI"KHG**2
OINF**2 / < P 1 C C N I * C P C I N F * T C F IKF )
2.0 * R T C G N 4
P.R * ( T C H / T C / 5 - 1.0 )
U N I V E R S A L G A S C O N S T A N T .
S W E E P A N G L E ( C E G R E F . S ) .
CONSTANT S C H M I D T NUMBER.
S H A P E F A C T C P .
SLOPE OF V £ < U / I 6 L £ S C C M P L T E O IN LOOK.
S P E E C GF S C U N C FOR NODE DEI iNG PROCESSED.
CUTOFF L S E T IN H2MIX .
S Q R T 1 2 . 0 )
REF. C C N . T E N F . IN S U T H E P L A N D .







72 S T L C T P
71 S T L D V R
50 SSINIT
PEF. T E N F . U S E D IN SUTHERLAND.
V I S C O S I T Y L S E O IN SUTHERLAND.




















T A R E A
T E A R
TO
TF
T E A N G
T l - E T A
T l - E T A P
THK
T H K A F
TIME
T I M E S V
TO
T OA
T C F I N F
TCH
TRATIC1
T f i l F G P
TRIPUP
TSINF
T K O P I




202 U W A L L
104 VF.LCST
177 V l . B T C N
178 V L B T O P
li,»2 V S T 4 P T
T O T A L C C M P L T A T I C N A L A R E A .
M A S S W E I G I - T E C A V E R A G E T E M P E R A T U R E .
TOTAL SCLLTICN TIPS ( DISTANCE ) FROM TO. uo
FINAL TIME (DISTANCE), TF = TC + TO
TRMLING E C C E ANGLE.
MOMENTUM T H I C K N E S S .
S C ^ L E F A C T C R U S E D I N P R S C R C .
OEF. NCN-CIM. THICKNESS CF ELEMENTS. i.o
AIPFHL P A X I V L M THICKNESS.
CURRENT T I V E {DISTANCE).
SAVED TIME LCCATICN FOR IMPLICIT INTEGRATION.
STARTING T I M E (CISTANCE).
AIR o E F P P E N C E T E M P . FCR C C N P U T A T I O N S IN DIMEN. 533.0
R E F P 3 E M C E T E M P E R A T U R E . 533.0
H2 R E F . T E N P E F A T U P F . FCR C C N P U T A T I O N S IN OIHEN. 520.Q
1.0 + ( G A V C A F - L O ) * X f 'ACHS**2 / 2.0
1.0 = CG NCT SET TRIP LOCAT ICN UNTIL RTHETA .GT. 200.0
X/C V A L U E CF T R I P L O C A T I C N IN ELTINT.
S T A T I C T E M P E R A T U R E CCMP. IN CPINIT.
PI * 2.0
P A S S W E I G H T E C / V E R A C - E V E L O C I T Y .
EDGE V E L O C I T Y .
UINF / UINFX L S E O IN B R O S H W .
F R E E S T R E A M V E L C C I T Y .
V E L O C I T Y J L S T CF W A L L .
UINF**2 / ( 5.0 * G + AJ * CPA * TCA )
V I S C O S I T Y E R I T I S H TO «KS . ' 1.488
V I S C O S I T Y B R I T I S H TO CGS. 14.88
PERCENT OF TC AT hhlCH TO S T A R T U2 COMP. IN CDNT6S.















52 X S C A L E
41 X S H F T
XEM
X L A M
X L E
XMA
X M A C h O
X M A C H S
XMDOTC
XMF
X M F A C T
XMH
X M S O F
X ^ U I M F
X V X D F
XNWGEO
E X F T N E N T F ^ C T C R U S E D I N V A N - C R I E S T DAMP
C O N S T A N T U S E C IN OFCF3L.
L F V . I S N U M B E R .
M O L E L A R HEIGHT CF A I R .
MAC! - N U M B E R .
L O C A L NACH NUN6EP- .
A V E R A G E f - 'AS FLCU.
N C L F . C U L A F H E I G H T O F FLUID.
UINF * SC' T ( XfA / ( TOFIAF
M O L E C U L A R H E I G H T CF hYORCGEN.
. "ASS DEFECT C O N F U T E D IN GMCCN'C .
F ^ E E S T R E A M V H C O S I T Y .
R A T E OF C h / N C E OF CPOX . ( U S E D IN PRSGRO).
l.C = RUNNING NiVGECH.
NGN-OIM. P R E S U U R E GRADIENT AT PRESENT STAT ION
X1CCR S C « L E F A C T O R .
SHIFT X-COCP.C I N'ATE .











201 XTC - PRESENT STATICN FOR INTEGRAL PARAMETER PRINT.
112 X3LAST - LAST TIME STEP ISEC IN DERVCX.
367 YLTKE - SCALE MCTCR IN DISS. LENGTH. . 4.5
330 YMULT - SCALE FACTOR FCP GRID MULTIPLIER.
158 YPLUS - Y + VALUE AT V>hICH TO SWITCH FROM MLT TO TKE.
53 YSCALF. - X2COP SCALE MCTP.P. I .0
42 YShFT - SHIFT Y-COCRDI NATE.
76 YTT - SCALE FACTCP FCP PLOTTING.
302 ZVULT - SC/LE FACTCP FCR GRID MULTIPLIER.
29 Z1 - DINENSICNAL CLPPENT STEPIZE (CISTANCE).
30.0
62
IZ A R R A Y
THE FCLICWING IS A LIST CF ENTRIES AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
IZ A R R A Y WHICH CCNTAIN ENTRY PCIMTS IN THE REMAINDER OF THE
IZ A R R A Y WHICH /!RE THE STARTING LOCATION FOR THE VARIABLE






































































































































CISCRET IZAT KN COLUMN LQCATICN'S.
CI SCRSTI Z A T I C N PCW LGCATICNS.
HEADINGS FCR CLTPUT V A R I A B L E S .
TITLE FCP STiPT OF EACH CUTPUT PHASE.
LIST OF D5P. V A R I A B L E NUfBEPS.
NO. CF OOUNQ4RY NODES / OEP. VARIABLE.
NC. OF NCDES FFP CCLUMN.
NO. OF NCOES PER ROW.
SPECIFIC H E A T TABLE ENTRIES.
TEMPERATURE TAPLE ENTRIES.
COUNTER USED IN FEOUTPUT .
OEP. VAR. F C S I T I C N S IN IIPINT VECTOR.
"E-ORCEREC NCCES / DEP . VAR . TO ACCOUNT FOR BOUNDARY CGNO.
A R R A Y CF ELE^E^T CCMNECTICNS { NM/ ELEMENT ).
MODE SOLLTICN CPDER USED IN BANCHC.
CCLUivN KEYS FCP EANCHO.
CIAGCNAL KEYS FCR EANCHO.
FOW KEYS FCR HNACHC.
LIST OF CEP. V^R. NOS. FCR SPECIES.
TEMPORARY STCPAGE FOP PE-CRCEPEC NODES.
CRDER CF NCCES EY COLUMNS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.
CRDER OF NCOES BY RO'xS FPCN TCP TC BOTTOM.
OUTPUT COLUMN FOSITICN OF NODES BY ROWS.
MO. OF ELEfECTS CCNNECTEC TC NCCES.
LIST OF E L E M E N T S CCMNECTED TO NODES.
LIST OF E C R C E R NCCES IN CCUNT ER-CLOCKW ISE ORDER.
A211A ANTI-SVCMPTRIC MATRIX.
Bll "ATRIX STCPAGF.
R211 M A T R I X CCMFLTEO IN G E C N F L .
E2US M A T R I X CCMPUTEO IN GEOMFL.
Q2CO M 4 T R I X STORAGE.
ENTRY PGINTS IN IZ FOP. STANDARD MATRICES.-
STORAGE FCR ECUNQARY CCNCITICNS.
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS / DEF. VARIABLE.
2 SPTS OF VALUES / OEP, VARIABLE.
2 SETS OF V A L U E S CF CEPIV. / CEP. VARIABLE.
ELEMF.NT LENGTHS COMPUTED IN GECVFL.
NTN-CI^ENSICNAL T R A N S V E R S E COORDINATES.
COLLMN COORDINATES FOR CLTFUT FAGS.
RCW CCCRCINATES FOR OUTPUT PAGE.
SUM OF ARE/S CF ELEMENTS AROUNC EACH NODE.
MIX I N G LENGTHS .













































































































- TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR TRANSVERSE VELOCITY.
- TEMPORARY STCRAC-E FOR DOWNSTREAM VELOCITY.
- STORAGE FCC INTEGRAL P A R A M E T E R S .
- DOWNSTREAM PCS. FOR TRANSVERSE COORDINATE CHANGE.
- SCALE FACTCR FOP TRANSVERSE COORDINATE CHANGE.
- V<ALL VALUE OF INJECTED T R A N S V E R S E VELOCITY.
- CCHNSTRF.AM STATION AT WHICH TO INSERT TRANSVERSE VELOCITY.
- TEMPORARY STCRAGE.
T F _ f F C S A P , Y
A R E A OF E L E M E N T S C C M P U T E O IN GEOMFL.
N O C A L V A L U E S C F S P E C I F I C F E A T .
NOCAL VALUES CF E N T H A L P Y .
T F . P P C P A R Y S T C P A G E ' F O R V A R I A B L E T O B E SOLVED IMPLICITLY.
T E M P O R A R Y S T O R A G E F O R DEPENDENT V A R I A B L E .
T6M-CRARY S T G R A E P .
M O C A L V A L U E S C F D E N S I T Y .
NODAL V A L U E S CF TEM-ER.ATURE.
RIGHT ( -ANC S I C E CF IMPLICIT EQUATION TO 8E SOLVED.
ELEMENT T H I C K N E S S DI STR I BUTI CN .
N O C A L V A L U E S C F T R A N S V E R S E C O O R D I N A T E S .
N O C A L V A L U E S C F N C P M A L C C O R C I N A T E S .
N O C A L V A L U E S C F - R E S S U R E .
N C C A l . V A L U E S C F LA .WIMP V I S C O S I T Y .
NORMALIZED TRANSVERSE COCRD 1 1\ A TES.
N C P V A L I Z E C V A L U E CF CROSS CCORCINATES.
NOCAL V A L L E S CF PSI * 82 1 1 S * FSI. (U1UI)
AVF. THICKNESS OF ELEMENTS AROUND EACH NODE.
STORAGE FCP FHS IN IMPLICIT ECfv . SOLVER.
STORAGE FOR RESTARTING 'PRSGRD'.
S T C R A G E FOP CERVCX ROUTINE.
STORAGE FOR CERVOX FCUTINE.
NOTAL VALUES CF U2 CCM-UTEO IN CONTES.
NCDAL VALUES CF U3 .
NOCAL VALUES CF DPDX.
TRANSVERSE CCCFC. USED IN CONTES, DFCFBL, TRBTHK, WLFLXS,
NATURAL COC-RCINATE D E R I V A T I V E CCMP. IN GEOMFL.
NATURAL COCRC1NATE D E R I V A T I V E CQMP. IN GEOMFL.
LIST OF V A P I ^ E L E S TO BE -LCTTEC.
TYPE OF PLCT TC BE GENERATED.
E T C ,
M O C A L V A L U E S C F SCHMIDT
NUMBER OF C I \ I S I C N S ftLCNG XI C I P - F C T I Q N / SUPER ELEMENT.
r \ U " C E R OF C I V I S I C N S ALPNG X2 C IRECTION / SUPER ELEMENT.
NODAL V A L U E S C F H A C H . N U M R E P .
M O C A L V A L U E S C F S T A T I C E N T H A L - Y .
L I S T CF LUK N C S . ANC E N T R I E S TO CALL AT END OF QKNUIN.
L I S T OF f /ULT I -L IERS FOP. CUT- tT V A R I A B L E S .
L I S T OF V A P I 4 E L E S TO BE P R I N T E D IN OUTPUT.
T E M - O R A R Y ' S T O R A G E FOR OUT-L1T V A P . AND SOURCE D A T A .
NO. CF MOOES / COL. USED IN C C N T E S t OFCFBL , TRBTHK., ETC.
L I S T CF NHCES / CCL. U S E C IN C C N T E S , LTCF8L, TRBTHK, ETC
COSINF OF ANGLE / COL. USED IN CONTES.
S I N E CF A N E L E / CCL. U S E C IN C C M T G S .

























































I X Y C P
IOOUTP

















K T F f X
JELF




S G P I C
DUN
E L N K
f*ATL
- T ITLE INFOFMATICN FOR P A R A M E T E R S AT BEGINNING CF OUTPUT.
- L I S T OF C O N S T A N T S USED IN SUTHLO.
- NOCAL V A L L E S CF P R A M H T L N U f G E R .
- L IST CF NUI.T . FOP P A R A M . AT S T A R T OF OUTPUT.
- MOCAL V A L U E S CF TURD. V I S C . CCf -UTED IN DFCFBL.
- SKIN FR ICT ION C I S T . BY CCLUMN.
- S T A N T C N NC. C I S T . PY CCLUMN.
- L I S T OF C C V i N S T R E A M S T A T I C N S IN -RESSIJRE TABLE.
- LIST CF DCV*N -PESSU°.ES IN -SESSURE TABLE.
- L I S T CF D O W N S T R E A M S T A T I C N S IN PRESS. GRAO. TABLE.
- L IST CF D O W N S T R E A M -RESS. S R A D . IN DPDX TABLE.
- MDTAL V A L U E S CF TUP.RULENT V I S C C S I T Y .
- M IX ING LENGTH L S T D IN DFCFBL.
- A I R F C I L E C U M C f P Y COORC IN1 AT ES i C P ' S , PHI AND NODE NUMBERS
- M A T R I X S T O R A G E FOR ONACHC S C L V E R IN STRF.
- SUPER E L E M E N T NUMBERS.
- CRDER OF C E N F R A T E C ELEMENTS IN REFINE.
- TUPE OF E L E M E N T S DESIRED / SUPER ELEMENT.
- N U M B E R OF E L E M E N T S & L C N G C C O R C I A N T E 3 .
- TYPE OF SUPER ELEMENT 1 = T R I A N G L E .
2 = Q U A D R I L A T E R A L .
- NUMPEP CF C C L L ^ N S IN SUPER ELEMENT.
- SUPE' E L E M E N T TO ELEMENT.
- T Y P E CF S U P E P ELEMENT L I M< .
- SUPER NODE TC ELEMENT.
- Q KEY .
- F KEY.
- THK K E Y .
- R C U N C A R Y T Y P E KEY .
- R O L M C A R Y CCEFF I C I E N T S .
- CUf 'VY N C D E C C U N T E R IN R E F I N E .
- G E N E R A T E E C L N C i R Y C O N D I T I C N A R R A Y .
- V E C T O R OF E C U N C A R Y MODES.
- F I X E C C E F . V / P . NCCE K E Y S .
- V E C O T R OF R C H N C A R Y - E L E M E N T S .
- SUPER E L E M E N T E C U N C A R Y K E Y S .
- K C N - P E C T A N C - U L 4 P C t n T ^ S I A N C C O R C IMATES DIRECTION I .
- N C N - R E C T A N G U L 4 R C A R T E S I A N C O O R D I N A T E S DIRECTION 2 .
- SUPER NCOE ^ U ^ e E R V F C T C R .
- V A R I A B L E A R R A Y S RETURNED FROM REFINE.
- CUf fY S T C P A G E I i \ R E F I N E .
- SUPER NOCE C C N N F . C T I C N T A B L E .
- G E N E R A T E D SUPEP. ELEMENT TQ ELELENT D A T A .
201 - 240 ARE TEMPORARY LCCATICNS FCR PCTENTIAL AND DELTA * SOLUTIONS
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Diagnostic Print
Aside from the previously described standard problem oriented print,
various forms of debug type print are accessible to aid in checking out
program changes and size limitations. These print are accessed via keys
specified in namelist NAME01* This section describes the more useful of
these and illustrates the print to be expected for each.
KDUMP As previously noted, the KDUMP flag
presents a data reflection together with
a print of the array filled by the data.
In addition, it provides a print of the
starting location of each variable in the
IZ array as dimensioned in FEDIMN. This
print is valuable for determining the
array sizes when adding new vectors to
the IZ array. A sample print of this
output is illustrated in Figure 11.
KODG This flag prints finite element inter-
mediate data formed in GEOMFL. The
print can become quite cumbersome if
there are many elements in the solution,
and the flags IBOT and ITOP are utilized
to define the range of element numbers
to be printed.
KOD5 During the integration process the
derivatives are formed by assembly over
the finite elements. A print of the
assembled and reduced vectors is obtained
by setting KOD5 equal to the number of
prints desired. The flag is decremented
by one for each pass through the deriva-
tive routine. Flags IBOT and ITOP also
apply to this print. An example of this
print is illustrated in Figure 13.
IPWRIT Equation solving is performed in sub-
routine STRF and this flag set to 1 causes
the global system vectors and matrix to
be printed during equation assembly and
solution. Flags IBOT and ITOP indicate
the span of elements over which print is
desired.
* KPNT must also be set equal to 1 in NAME01 to obtain any debug print.
KPNT will be automatically set equal to 0 in LINK2-6.
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X2 O . B 2 0 7 9 E 01 0.11260E 02
AL




1 l .OOOOOF 00
en
2 0.0 3 0.0 l . O O O O O E 00
3..27645E-01 3 0._Q
B211
I 1.07351E-01 2 -1.07351E-01 3 «_.1991_6E.-3.0 t, .O.Q..











2 0.0 3 0.0 4 l.OOOOOE 00
1 =Z. 62.11.7E-01 2 2 .62117E-01 3 O...0_ ._ 4 0 .0
B211
=:0J2 _________ 3 ______ -30.
Figure 12 Finite Element Intermediate Print (GEOMFL).
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Sf C C N T P IlilJT (C\ " I.I-S
1 1 .37275T:. O'J 2 . 1.365:J2E CC . . . . _ . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Q P C F N 0 E N T V •* ^ I A rj L " »
1 ' ( » 5 3 ^ t S 2 E ~ J l 2 4 « ^ 5 7 6 6 f r ~ C l
L 1 3.')9555E-Qi - 2 '. .0 1.157E....C2 .
i O I F F L S I C N C T N T R I P,j [ I C N .
\. i. -1 .22741E-02. 2 ... 1 .2274 !Er_C 2 __ . .
L -9.27923E-36 2 -1.00154E-05
. . 1. t.6.L'ifc2E-a3 . _ ?. 7..3.9C09F.-OJ __ _ ...
i V I S C O S I T Y .
'. ~l 3 . i :?S55E 02 i 'I.01457E 02 .
: r. \ FF:JS !CM .CrNIT^ I_RL_UCN..^ ^ ..!_.._." Z ... 1..'..".. _'.."._"...". '...'.I. .1. . . ". . "_.."..".."_" 'T"."..." .....^ ZLI" "..17rH!!ir~ l^T.ZI^ I!.'
• 1 -l.T-.^i.K-Z't 2 7 .754ASF-04
C C N V C - C T I C M C C N T R iniir If N .
I - 5 , 3 t 2 5 2 E - ' 1 7 2 - 4.2 2 7S"1 ; -Q7
3C-PE NOEMT V / ^ I t ^ L E .
1 3 ,0<:555? 02 2 'i .:U'i57F 02
f)[FFI.S('.:.S C C . N T R . ! ? L 1 ! C N . . _
! I 3.02283<":-06 2 -3 .92283F. -G&' . . . . . . ..... . _ . . . ' . . .
C I! N V ". '•: II'.! N f. •."),',' T P. ' Tl ' ! C x:.
1. 2 . 5tS6'3.E-O<3 . . . 2 3 .2C102E-C9 .. . - .. - -
Figure 13 Debug Print From the derivative Routine
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IWRIT The IWRIT key is used to flag debug
print in three subroutines. In CONTES
it is used to print column vectors of
density-velocity data which is inte-
grated to obtain u2. In DFCFBL, various
turbulence parameters are printed de-
pending upon the turbulence model used.
Debug print from WLFLXS lists various
intermediate data calculated in the
boundary region of the discretization
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Standard Check Case Data Deck
Goradia NACA0015 (Mod.)
72
6_ . . .POTENTIAL FLOH SOLUTION -
72DPF
8 .

























I A R R A Y I 2 7 1 )=l ,
I A R P A Y I 2 0 1 ) =
I A R R A Y I 2 5 0 ) =
I A R R A Y I 271) =
I A R R A Y 1 2 4 1 ) =
.1 A R R A Y ( 2 7 6 ) =
T..OF.U!F = 533... ,__.
XMUINF=533. ,
XMUINF=533. ,
THKAF_.= . .118 ,
ALPHA = 8. ,
LCOL = 100,





5 , I A R R A Y ( 2 0 5 )
1 , 57, 1 2 , 0 ,
1 , 10, 1,
I, 10, 1,
200 ) , .
UINF . = _! .,_ _. .
iLC = .001,






KDUMP = 1 ,










= 100, I A R R A Y I 2 0 0 ) = 5,
0, 0, 10, 54, 1
I A R R A Y ( 2 6 3 ) =



















31LINK4 ...9 .. T




_3_6L I NK.2 14 T.
37DONE . . T
38 _ .
_ 3 9 C O M T I T I . e .
40
41 DON:
42 DE SCRIPT. ....2.04 _. _.T. ...OE SCRI.PTI VE. T I TLE AT. 'BEGINNING .OF HEADER OUTPUT. _ _._
43 .NACA..0015 (MOD.) A IRFOIL , 3 DEGREE ANGLE OF ATTACK.
4 4 " . . . . .
4500NE T END CF L I T E R A L O A T A
460r-SC~R"lP~T 332 T T O P A R P A R A M E T E R T ITLES FOR HEAOFR OUTPUT.
EMGLISH-FT ENGLISH-IN M-K-S C-G-S
.....FEET _ . . . . I N...._... .... .M....... ... .... .....CM......
END OF LITERAL DATA
MULTIPLIE-RS APPLIED TO HEADER OUTPUT. ILCC. IN RARRAYI.
5*2, 2*2 162 164 163 T
LOCATION IN RARRAY OF SCALARS TO BE PRINTED IN HEADER
.999, . 5*200, 999, 200 4*43 T
TITLES FOR OUTPUT OF DEPENDENT AMD PARAMETER VARIABLES.
47 REFERENCE
_ 'tiLJ-^NG. TH
. 4900NE . -T
50MPARA -I T
. . 51 . .
5 2 I O N U M B . . -1 T
53 _ _
54DESCRIPT 203 T
G E N E - A T E G-GD FO- POTENTIAL FLOW SOLUTION
fJO. OF. DIV. PER SUPER ELEMENT NORMAL TO AIRFOIL
12*3 T
NO. OF OIV. PER SUPER ELEMENT TANGENT TO AIRFOIL
6 4 5 5 7 6 7 5 5 4 6 T
( D S C R T Z ) _ __ . .
END CF LITERAL OATA
T .TITI.E PRINTED 3ELCW COMOC. SYMBOL
PERTURBATION POTENTIAL FLOW OVER' NACA 0015 (MOD.) AIRFOIL
55PEP.TURBATIOM POTENTIAL
56DONE T END CF L I T E R A L DATA
"s'flOSAVE -I T DEPENDENT V A R I A . 3 L E AMD P A R A M E T E R A R R A Y S TO BE PRINTED
58 . 5248 T
59IOMULT_ _-l T MULTIPLIERS APPLIED TO IOSAV?: ARRAYS (LOC. IN ARRAY).
"60 """ 2 T
61















P O T E N T I A L FIXED AT THESE NODES
1 T
END C!F L I T E R A L DATA
192*0. T
T NO"! - OIMEMSIO'-IALI 7.1: DATA (OI.'IEM)
T F INITE ELEMENT MATP.ICI fc 'S (C.FOMFLJ
T P R I N T S COMOC SYMfiOL,





















































































































DIMENSIONS A R R A Y S
SETUP
T
NODE - ELEMENT GENERATION * OUTPUT TITLE.
0. 30 .1 1.2
1 28, 1 1, T NODES 1 - 2 8 IN SOLUTION
T END OF LITERAL SEQUENCE
T TITLE PRIMTEO BELOW COMOC SYM30L
- IDENT 2400, <R£F. 31
T END OF LITERAL OATA
1 PRINTS CCMQC SYMBOL.

























. ",ACH. NO. ..HiHlXl... ..ENERGY..
.OX1/LRFF. . F.PSILON.. .OX1M/LREF
T END OF LITERAL DATA
T MULTIPLIERS Af'CLIcD TO HEADER OUTPUT.
5*2, 2*2 162 16'- 163, 3*2 164 163,
- 3*2 165 2, 2 -175 3*2, 3*2 176
2 2 169 168 167, 3*2 108 2, 5*2 T
T LOCATION IN R A R R A Y OF SCALAkS TO BE PRINTED IN HEADER
999, 5*200, 999, 200 4*4.', , 200 27 200 2*27, 200
10 200 2=10, 200 58 200 58 200, 200 97 200 97
200, 200 30 2CO 30 200, 200 33 200 2*38,
999, 39 4*36, 200 154 98 135 122,
11 12 14 85 47 T
T IFMTHD T I T L E S FDR OUTPUT DEPENDENT V A R I A B L E S .
U2/UREF Ul PRIME EFF. MU/MUREF
T END OF L I T E R A L SEQUENCE
T DEPENDENT V A R I A B L E AND P A R A K t T f c r . A R R A Y S TO BE PRINTED
1248 2248 1249 1247 T
T M U L T I P L I E R S A P P L I F ' O TO I O S A V T A R R A Y S ( LOC. IN A R R A Y ) .
6*2 T
T DEPENDENT V A R I A B L E : NUMBERS
1 2 T
T Ul ( I X E O AT THESE NODES
DONE
T NON - DIMENSIONAL! ZE D A T A (DI f - :KNI
T F IN ITE ELEMENT K A T R I C I C - S (uEOMFLJ
T C O N T I N U I T Y EQUATION SOl.VSR ( C O N T E S )
0 .08333333, T XI COORDINATES FOR P R E S S U R E T A B L E .
47.0 53.0 59.0 65.0 20J.U T
T PRESSURE DATA FOR P R E S S . T A B L E ( C P )
1.04 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 T
T G E N E R A T E S Ul I N I T I A L P R O F I L E FOR bKADSHAW C A S E
T P R I N T S G E N E R A T E D tvJOE MAP
T P L A C E S C A L L S 70 I. i NKI J AT i.NO.OF 'JK.HUIN.
2 4 , 1 5 , 2 3 , 5 6 , 2 1 i > , T
T I N I T I A T E S INTEGRATION RETURNS CUNTRUL TU bUINPT AT TF
1 END OF JCf!
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APPENDIX G
Boundary Layer and Wake Flow
Standard Check Case Data Deck































IPTSPL = li ..







I A R R A Y < 2 0 6 ) = 2 0
ITDA = 0,
NPPNT=60,
N IZS = 200,
•JEQADO - -3, .
MTKS = 10,
KDUMP - 1 ,
LG = 2,











_2l __ . C4EDSW = ..999,
22 TO = .99,
PINF = 2116.8, UINF = 40., XMUINF=. 1238F.-4,
A DUCT. . = .. 1.., ... .RARR AY (3 91) = . 88, PARR AY ( 3921-1.6667,
C I T K E = 1.45, C2TKE = .18, . •
YLTKE = .435, ESCF = 1., CK=1.,
E IE2SW=5. , YPLUS = 8., V S T A R T = 10.,
TO = .01, DELP = 20., HMAX = 10000.,
PROIS = 1.3,
CO =..09,
23 HSINIT = l .OE-07
— 2.4 SEND _ .
25FEDIMN
26 .. .
... 27LINK2 .... 14. T












( O S C R T Z )
1.06 1.13
G E N E R A T P GRI'O FOR VISCOUS SOLUTION - 20
INTERPRET S C A L E f - A C T O R S AND L IMITS.
.97, 15 1.0 0.840, 1 1.0 1,0, 20
S P E C I F Y NO. OF N O D E S . T O QE GENERATED. IN EACH OIR..... .
1 37, 1 I, 0 T
CONSTRUCT F. E. CONNECTION T A O L E .
END 'JF L ITERAL SEOUE.MCF
NUMBER OF NODES IN EACH SUPER ELEMENT
21 16 T
RENUMBERS THE NODES TO INCREASE FROM.. END. OUT.
21*Tl 17, 16*1-1 16 T
T I T L ^ PRINTED BELOW COHOC SYMBOL




















T END OF LITERAL DATA
T DESCRIPTIVE TITLE AT BEGINNING OF HEADER OUTPUT.
t/C=.lie, 6 o'lrG. ANGLE OF ATTACK, 8ND.-WAKE SOLN.
T END OF LITERAL DATA
T IOPAR f-ARAMcTER TITLES FUR HEADER OUTPUT.
E'JGLISH-FT








. . .PSF ----
.MiCH. NO.
... PS I....
. . D f ' D X l . . .
...022....
.OX1/LREF. .EPS I
T eNo OF L I T E R A L OA T A
H-K-S C-G-S
. .. ,M ... .CM... .
...M/S ...CM/S...
. .KG/M3.. . .,.G/CC..»
..KELVIN..
,.;<J/KG
. KJ/KC— K. ,
.•MT-S/M2.. . .POISE...
..NT/H2... . , .TORR...
. .FNCRGY.. .MIX. EFF.
,..G 2 3..,. .... FI








T RESTART AT TRAILING EDGE (PARABOLIC MAV. STOKES)
NEOKNN = *,
KOUMP. =_._!.,














1*5 .0 T RESET IMIN TO ZERO
13 _ 0.1 -3 _T RESET PRINT INTERVAL (NON-0)
15 7 -1 J RESET STEP SIZE (NON-D)












































______ J ..R.ESE.T.. FINITE. ELEMENT CONNECTION .TABLE ....... ______ ..... ____
. _. 1 2 2 3 3 * * 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12
13 13 1* 1* 15 15 16 16 17 16 18 18 19 19 20 20
____________ 21 21 22 22 23 23 2* 2* 25 25 26 26 27.27. .__ .............. ____
28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 3* 34
35 35 36 36 37 T REN. 17 18, 16 18
.T 203 _._ T T.ITLES. FOR OUTPUT OF DEPENDENT AND PARAMETER. VAR I A8LES..
U2 / UREF TKE / TKEREF OtSS / OISSREF MU / MURSF
U2 PRIME TKE PRIME 01SS PRIME DPDX . ...
T END OF LITERAL DATA. .
T DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND PARAMETER ARRAYS TO BE PRINTED
12*8 22*8 52*8 62*8 12*7 12*9 22*9 52*9 62*9 305, T
_____ T_..MULTIPL IERS APPL IED jo ...IOSAV.E. A R R A Y S JLOC. IN.. ARRAY.) . ._.
10*2 T
. T Ul FIXED AT THESE NODES . ,
T END OF LITERAL DATA
T REORDERS BOUNDARY ELEMENT NODE PAIRS
DONE
1 ...... T... PU/DX.. BOUNDARY. CONDITION ON ,UZ.. .... . ..... _ ....... _______ ........
0 0 0. 2 -*.321 2 T
0 ..0 0. 2 *.321 2 T ...........
T END OF LITERAL DATA
T TKE FIXED AT THKSE NODES
_T END OF LITERAL DATA
""" T DISSIPATION FIXED AT THESE NODES .
T END OF LITERAL DATA
_T_ PLACES CALLS TO LI NKI J. AT .END OF QKNUIN. . . . . . .".







._ T INITIATES INTEGRATION, RETURNS CONTROL TO BDINPT.AT TF

















T RESET IMIN IN NOMEOl
-I T RESET HMIN NON-DI MEMS (ONAL I ZF.D BY FACT
T RESFT NEXT PRIMT TIME
0.1 T RESET PRINT INTERVAL iNOM-D)
-1 T RESET FINAL STATION -TF- (MON-U)
-3 T RSSFT SOLUTION INTERVAL -TO- (NON-0)
INITIATES INTEGRATION,RETURNS CONTROL TO BOINPT
END OF JOB
AT TF
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